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PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 7. 1907. 10 CENTS PER WEEK
GREATER PADUCAH
DAY WILL BE HELD
THREE BODIES
WILL PLAN IT
Commercial Club, Retail Mer-
chants' Association and
Central Labor Union
LArrsit _1 CONSIDEMING IT.
For Purpose of Building Up City
Industrially and Aiding Be
Growth.
FIELD DAY OF MEMBERSHIP.
*6011.010141i4..._..
Commercial Cihrb Field Day and a
"Greater Paducah" des-, which prob-
ably will be combined, promises to be
a bg event judging from the interest
shown In the project by the Commer-
cial club and the members of the Re-
tail Merchants' aesociation. Tonight
the Central Labor Union win disewas
tile matter and decide whether to par-
tklpate In the event.
The Greater Paducah day will be
the consummation of a plan for de-
veloping the city, and while no pro-
gram has been mapped out. it ea un-
derstood that Broadway Wel be the
center of attraction On that occas-
ion and the merchants wit) play an
important part In its success. As the
idea involves the increasing of Padu-
cah's industrial output, the laboring
men are neceesarily more intimately
interested in it Shalt any other class
of people, and for that reason the
Central Labor Union is erpected to
bake a leading part in the enterprise
The Commerche C.ub Field day
will be a concerted effort to increase
the membership. The suocess of this,
of course, depends on the individnai
rneniaers. If each securer, one new
members, the membership will" be
doubled in a day. Some social feat-
ures will mark the oacasion at the
eleb.
"AUNT" ADELINE HOOKS
Colored Woman Dies at Advanced
Age of Pneumonia.
"Aunt" Adeline Hooks, colored,
75 years old, one of the oldest resi-
dents of Paducah, died this morning
at 9 o'clock of pneumonia after an
illness of a few days. She was born
in this section and since early child-
hood had been in the family of Cap-
tain Alex Woolfolk's father. She
nursed two generations and was one
of the best known colored women in
the city. The funeral will be held
tomorrow afternoon at the residence
on North Ninth street, between Jef-
ferson street and Broadway, at 2
o'clock.
Brass Valves Stolen.
lateen liio---rneh vireos 'were
—ittelen from the Kentucky Iron com-
pany furnace, Third and Norton.
streets, yesterday, and the pollee are
attempting to locate them.
THREE ARE DEAD
AND MANY INJURED
Freeport, Els Feb. 7,-s- Three men
are deal and several persons were in-
Jured this neweing when the Chk-asto
Great West ern Diemen ger train dashed
Into a siding ten mica from here and
wea crushed by a grain elevator as
it'left the tracks. The dead are En-
gineer Kline and two mall clerks.
The fireriidn probably is fatakle In-
jured. None of the Pasesengers Is
seriously burl. The train struck the
veins of a switch and the engine and
mail and baggage cars Jett the track
and crashed into the elevator.
errizsra RANQuwr
CHICAGO HOTEL AIN.
Next week the big dinner in hoeor
of Mr. John Roth and Judea Latigls-
irti. Oldragn mesh Vetere:sited hi tihe
Palmer Hose 111 he given by Pa-
ducah (Insects at, the Peltner Donee.
The company has spent thoustanda of
&Mare improving the hotel and
most of the money wee spent in Pa-
ducah. The dinner is a mark of ap-
preciation.
FATAL. AVALANCHE.
Bucharest, Feb. 7.— Fifteen
persons were overwhelmed by an
avalanche yesterday in the Mus-
eel district of the mountains.
The bodies were recovered today.
Chofu, Feb. 7.—Japanese au-
thorities to-whom the Russian
Red Cross entrusted Its property
after the capitulation of Port
Arthur, refuse to restore Its
property valued at about one
million. The Japanese refuse to
regard the Red Cross Society as
a private institution.
JEFFTOWN FIRE.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 7.—Fire
of unknown origin wiped out
the Cornell hotel, a store, two
residences and a blacksmith
shop at Jeffersontown, 11 miles
east of here, early thts morning,
causing a loss of about $0.000
on which there was little insur-
ance.
REVOLT IMMINENT.
Caracas, Feb. 7e—A revolu-
tion in Venezuela Is momentari-
ly threatened. Failure on the
part of the government authori-
ties to convince the people that
President Castro is really recov-
ering front his long Illness has
given greater impetus to the
movement started by his ene-
mies to wrest the presidency
from him. Preparations to meet
any emergency are made by Cas-
tro's friends. Troops are ready
to move to danger points.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, Feb. 7.— Wheat,
78; corn, 475k; Oats, 42,
SCHOONER SINKS
WITH ALL ABOARD
Struck Diamond Shoal Last
Night and This Morning Not
a Vestige Remains to be
Seen of Her
LAKE WPEAMERS ARE RESCUED.
Norfolk, Feb. 7.—The schooner
reported ashore on Diamond shoal
yesterday went to pieces last night.
No trace of her can be seen this morn
bag. The crew probably Perished.
There were no less than ten men on
the vessel. Nothing is known as to
her name or destination.
Steamers Finally Rescued.
Chicago, Feb. 7.—After battling
36 hours with the ice and wind six
miles off the mouth of Chicago har-
bor the steamers City of Racine and
Iowa reached port last night with
their combined list of fifty passen-
gers. They were reeouest y acjil
after • terrible expel-Nines.
SHOT AliarltEu INSTEAD._
Odd Mistake of Sheriff Who Tiled to
Commit Suicide.
Winona, Miss., Feb. 7.—Whl)e at-
tempting to commit !suicide at his
home here, Sheriff, T. .1. Whitehead
shot Deputy Sheriff Cam pbeli Bin ford
thfreuelh the body, inflieting a wound
from which the latter will erobablY
die. After being wounded Illeford
Sook the pistol from Whitehead, and
ran into the yard. canine for held).
Whitehead attempted to follow, but
wag reetrained by his daughter and
neighbors who tame in reeporsee to
the cries for assistance. Binford
dropped to the ground and wee latter
carried into bte room at Whiteshead's
home.
Fog Obscures Signal..
Greenville, Pa., Feb. 7.—Two men
were 1(1110 and one fatally hart In a
collision of freight trains' on the
Bessemer road today. A dense fog
obtenrIng the signals was the cause.
There is only one kind of a
newspaper circulation statement
that is worth any consideration
and that is the daily detailed
statement. The Sun la the only
Paducah paper printing such a
statement.
HEART WAS PIERCED
WITH KNIFE BLADE
DOCTORS REPORT
AUTOPSY RESULT
No Doubt Longer Exists That
Victim of Mayfield Fire
Was Murdered
DEAD BEFORE HE WAS BURNED.
He Was Lying on His Beck and the
Flames Did Not Scorch Hint
Where Bed Protected,
NO CLEW TO. HIS IDENTITY.
iMayfield, Feb. 7.—That Mayfield
has a case of murder and arson is no
longer doubted since physicians, who
held an autopsy on the body of the
man taken from the ruins of Ben
Parker's boarding house, made their
report this morning to County Judge
Crossland, They reported that their
investigation revealed a keen cut
through the heart that could only
have been made with a well diirected
blow with a sharp instrument, eke a
dirk knife. The ntian's skull was
fractured and two of his teeth
knocked out. He had been lying on
his back ei through the tire and his
back was not burned, The opinion
of the surgeons is that the man was
dead before the fire touched hen. No
clew to the identity of the body has
been found, and though many rumors
are current, no charges are preferred
against anyone.
DIAMONDS GO UP AGAIN.
neral Advance of 11 Per Cent. Is
Announced.
New York, Feb. 7. Cable mos
sages received by Importers today an
flounce the first general advance in
the price of diamonds in more than a
year. Several weeks ago there was
an advance affecting only the stones
from one mine, the Jagerstoateln.
which furnishes less than ten per cent
of the ouput, but now alit grades and
sizes of stones from the five mines
owned by the De Beers company are
raised 5 per eent on the average.
POUR ATTEND.
Superintendents of First District to
Meet Today.
This mornaeg three county saper-
iutendents in the First congressional.
district appeared at the court house.
and It is probable that no business
will be transacted by them as the ex-
ecutive council of the First District
Educational league. Those here are
Prole W. D. Dodd, Graves county;
Charles Ferguson, Livingston coun-
ty; Mark S. Stevenson, Ballard coun-
ty, and a -nuoington, MOCi.keii
county.
BRICK RENIDENCE
B'WAY AND FOUNTAIN AV
Contractor B. T. Davis was yester-
day afternoon awarded a contract to
erect a $9,000 brick residence at
Broadway and Fountain avenue for
Mrs. It Loeb. The house will contain
12, rooms and will be up-to-date In
every respect. Mrs. Loeb sold her
property at Broadway and Fifth
streets a few months ago and will va-
cate as soon as her new residence is
completed.
PALMER DINING ROOM
WILL OPEN MONDAY.
The dewnetalre dining room,
which has been elegantly Mad up in
the Palmer House. will be opened for
use -Monday morning. The hotel will
go on the 'Nineteen phut about
March I.
Biagio Electsel Senator.
Trentatne N. J., Feb. 7.—The long
fight for the election of a United
States ,senetor to sueceed John F.
Dryden vas ended by the elertion of
Stitt. Treasurer Prank 0. Briggs*, of
Trenton.
ladled Red Over.
[While polling down a folding bed.
Mrs, James Metes, 173, Harrision
street, pulled the whale 'bed over on
berealf last night. Only arra* brute-
es resulted,
EVELYN THAW TESTIFIES IN
DEFENSE OF HER HUSBAND
RAuTly K. THAW LLSTENING TO THE EVIDENCE AGAINST KM
Retail Merchants are
an Extension
DISPATCHER!' OFFICE
Will Be Ready for rpancy in Day
or T
Trainmaster L. E. McCabe and
corps of clerks, with Chief Dispatch-
er L. E. Page and force, will occupy
the new offices at Kentucky avenue
and tne railroad before the week is
out. The office building was moved
from the "Y" at the north entrance
of the south yards and during the
past several weeks painters and car-
penters have been putting it in shape.
The offices are connected with sani-
tary sewers and arranged in modern
style in every particular. Wires have
been strung In the building for tele
graph instruments and electric
lights and this morning stoves were
put up, the last touches before tne
offices are ready for occupancy.
The dispatcners will occupy the
upstairs portion and Trainmaster L.
E. McCabe downstairs. The yard of-
fice will remain in the old freight
house at Eleventn street and Broad-
way. It is not
done with the
the bullring w
the trainmaster
noen wrist will be
teastairs portlon of
e dispatchers and
re now located.
ALDERMEN MEET;
ACT ON LICENSES
Saloon licensee will occupy the at-
tention of the board of aldermen at
the session tonight. Besides passing
on nearly one hundred licenses sent
up from the lower board, the month-
ly payroll and claims will be con-
sidered. Mayor 'Velma will anbmit an
ordinance providing for the Improve-
ment of Farley Place. with concrete
sidewalks, curb and gutters.
MAYOR HAS CARBUNCLE
BUT STICKS TO POST.
Mayor Yeteer's boil turned out to
he a carbuncle when a surgeon exam-
ined it this morning, and It was
lanced. Pb. mayor suffers @tepid,-
aline agony, but has remained at his
office part of the day and says be
wilt attend the meeting of the board
of aldermen tonight.
Alleged Theft Of Ax.
Anthony Owen. colored, was ar-
rested this afternoon on a charge of
&absinth( money by false pretenses.
It is alleged aet he stole an ax from
County Jaile7/I11er and sold it to
Clem Fransiola. a second hand deal-
er, for 15 rents. He will be tried to-
morrow morning.
Queen Krimilieth IV said to lurve
possessed no fewer than eighty out-
fits of false lairs
Opposed to
of the Parcel's Post
Memorialize Congressmen 01-
lie James and Kentucky
Senators itaamisWArili-
tates Mail Orders
LIBERAL INLMIGRATION LAW.
Paducah merchants are alive to
the dangers to their trade of the
mail order business and at the meet-
ing of the association night resolu-
tions were passed and will be for-
warded to Congressman 011ie James
and the Kentucky senators, protest-
ing against enlarging the scope of
the parcels post so as to carry larglit
packages by mall. It is probable
that the same matter _will come be-
fore the Commercial dui) at the next
meeting.
The Commercial club also has ta-
ken up the immigration matter and
has memorialized Congressman
James and the Kentucky senators
not to support the measure enforc-
ing further restriction on immigra-
tion. The club members favor close
inspection and careful selection of
Immigrants but nut arbitrary re-
striction.
DANVILLE IS TO HAVE
TEAM IN KITTY-LEAGUE
C. A. Werthane former manager
of the Danville baseball team, is in
the city for a few days' visit and
brings with him interesting informa-
tion concerning the Kitty leagne.says
the Danville Press. Ile says that the
league is fully organized, that it
team will be placed in this city by
outside parties, and that Danville will
be in the league whether she wants
to be or not. WortTtatn himself will
manage the Centrala team in the
Kitty and also act as manager of an
amusement park there which con-
tains tne baseball grounds. The Pa-
ducah players have been turned over
to him and he will use live or six of
them tilling in with new talent.
GOES ,tFTER CHILDREN
J. W. Hutchens of Home Society Is
Busy.,
.T. W. lintehens, district Mart/ter
for the Children's Home Societu of
Lonisville, went to Murray, Ky., this
inqrning to take charge of several
children "re will take te Louisville to
place in the home. He will on pain-
ing titrough Paducah en route home
take the two sons of Mrs. Maude
Schrand, who was burned to death
three weeks ago, to the home. Mr.
iretcbene did not Come here specifi-
cally to seem., children hut to col-
lect Paducah's &anusl contribution to
the tome.
Takes Stand This Morning and Tells of
Supper at Cafe Martin and That
Night at Roof Garden
In Answer to Question as to What He Had Done
Thaw Replied, "Perhaps, Saved Your
Life," After He Had Fired
COUNSEL FOR DEFENSE SCORES IN EVIDENCE
New York, Feb. 7.—Evelyn Nes-
bit Thaw was the first witness when
the trial of 'her husband for the
murder of Stanford White was call-
ed today. She told of their move-
ments on the evening of the murder,
including the dinner at the Cafe
Martin, where she saw White and
the visit later to Madison Square
Roof Garien where the tragedy oc-
curred.
She said when they were about to
leave the garden she saw White sit-
ting at the next table. She turned
around and saw her husband with
his arm raised and heard tnree shots
fired. She asked her husband what
he had done and he replied:
"Probably saved your life."
The witness said she married
Thaw in Pittsburg in April, 1905,
and that he first proposed to her in
Paris in 1903. She rerused 'him and
told him her relations with White.
The, witness told of first meeting
White with another show girl in
1901 at luncheon. She said she
thought White 'was an ugly man and
he teased her about her hair, which
she wore down her back and her
eh2rt ak10,_ which reached only to
her shoe tops.
Later she testified that White
wrote to her mother and 'the next
time she met him was at a party In
his studio. Two other persons were
there. White took her home that
White's Crime.
Mrs. Thaw told of other meetings
with Waite, and finally related tsis
assault on her. She said she went to
the studio with hint and he induced
her to drink champagne. When she
awoke she found herself divested of
her clothing. She scmatned. White
told her to keep quiet, it was "all
over."
She told of her early life and of
posing for artists and her adoption
of the stage
She said White sent her to school
in 1903, and while at •chool she be-
came el and an operation was per-
formed. The witness said she told
Thaw all this when he proposed to
ber in Paris aad she refused him
tlisav said she was a poor, unfortu-
nate girl, and he thought none the
less of her.
Yesterday Afternoon.
The defense Of-Hatrey K Tham,
under -ttie directibn of Attorney Dol-
phin() M. Dolmas, of Oaelfornia, has
begun to aseume (WHIR. shape and
when adjournment Was taken yeeter-
day teetimony had been placed be-
fore the jury to the effect that Stan-
ford White had been heard to make
a threat to kill the defendant-aeons,-
ling the threat with a display of a re-
volver. That Thaw's actions !following
She killing of e'bite were considered
by several eye witnesses to have been
"Irrational;" that an uncle of the de-
fendant fess insane; that Evelyn Nes-
bit Thew passed It note to her hus-
band during the dinner at the Cafe
Martin the evening of the tragedy:
that District Attorney Jerome Nei
thLs note and -refused on demand of
the defense, to introduce it. in evi-
dence,
Tile threat againet. Thaw's life wee
male two years and a half before the
tragedy occurred District Attorney
Jerome objected to the introduction
of the evidence, declaring the defense
was not understood by hint to be one
of self-defense,
Dolmas replied the the defense in-
•
WEAT -Ganendly
cloudy with occsaional snow
thirrtes tonight or Isriday.
Warmer In central and east por-
tions. Highest temperature yr.-
to-day, 30; lowest today, tag
"That B
here."
Degrees then stated that this
is now in the piseession of the
"learned district attorney," and de-
needed that Jerome produce it. Jer-
ome eet silen,t. and after waiting
some time, Del-nets said he would at-
tempt later to prove the contents, or
the note.
MeCaleb detail"). ite, .far as he
could, Incidents of the night of the
tragedy. He was leaving the root
garden with Mrs. Thaw and thought
that Harry was following when three
pistol shots wore heard. Mrs. Thaw
exclaimed: "My God, he's shot," and
then "Oh Harry, what have you
dune and why did you do it?"
Thaw replied: "I have saved your
life," and bent anti kisesci her.
Thaw's Uncle USIA Insane.
Dr. Deemer, who was the family
physician of Henry V. Copley, the
defendant's uncle, teetified that Cop-
ley had been insane, When Deemer
started to tell of the ineanity of a
cousin of Thaiw, Jerome objected and
the' objection was sustained.
tended to take advautage of every
legal defense allowed in the state of
New York, be it insanity, solf-defense
or any other legitimate justification
of the taking of a human life,
Thomas Meteatleb, the young Cali-
fornian who was with Thaw's party
the night of the tragedy, testified that
at dinner that evening MTS. Thaw
suddenly asked her husband for a
pencil, ecribbled a few words and
pawed a folded piece of paper to him.
What was in this note the witness
thd not know, and be was not allow-
attssiserause of the objection of the
distet. attorney, -to testify to what
change of teenner, if any, it produced
in Thaw. It he been reported it was
in this note that Mrs. Thaw, eater-
ring to White, wrote to hee hustrand:
(Blackguard) is
CURVE NOT PROPER,
Double Motor Cars Cannot Be Ran on
South Sixth.
Aldermen Hank, Smith and Stew-
art, composing the railroad and tele-
graph committee Of the upper board,
yesterday conferred with Manager
John S. Bleocker, of the Paducah
Traction company relative to street
oar service on South Sixth street.
Manager Bleecker explained that the -""••
double motor ears cannot be put on
this lino because the curve at Sixth
and- Clark streets was not iFoperly
put down by star-contractors, and
that as :soon -as better weather pre-
vails it will he rebuilt,
CHOPS DOWN TREE;
WARRANT IS OUT
Henry and .10S Johnson, Of -the St.
Johns neighborhood, are wanted by
the sheriff on a warrant sworn.. out
by Mrs. Temmio Wailere charging
them with desecrating a graveyard.
Henry Johnson owns a tract of land
in of. SS Johns neighborhood and
began clearing it. Joe 4ohnson as-
sisted, A mei urea was chopped
down ,and MIAS Wallace calms It was
In the private burial ground.
FRATERNITY BUILDING
STOCK WILL BE SOLI)
Tonight at an open meeting to
lodge men the sleek of the Masonic
and Oda. FelloWe' Building associ-
*Den will be sectioned off to the
highest bidder. One of the two or-
ders will buy it all in, as previonsis
decided. The dual management has
been unsatisfactory. In event the
Masons buy all the stock, the Gad
Fellows will doubtless remove to I18
South Third street, where they own
property.
se-4
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THE KENTUCKY
Both Phones 548. -Certain 8:15.
TUESDAY NIGHT, fibruary 12
11111‘0ADHUIL5T 411 CUR_RIE
Otters the Clever qtassioser 63111441W
Nat M. Wills
"The Happy Tramp"
In the New Musical Play Entitled
A Lucky Dog
And a Swpporting Company of Unusual Merit. •
40 in the cast and chorus. t'omedians, Dancers and Singers. Pret-
tiest buch of girls ever gathered in one producbeetteeeatchy musical
numbers by charming singers. Funny tropical songs and parodies by
NAT M. VVILLS
l'rices: Entire Orchestra, $1.00: Balcony, 50c, 75c and $1.00: Gallery,
ele and 35c. Seats on sale MOaday.
THEATRICAL NOTES
4
Henry F. Disk.,
Although frequently prom1sed the
atepeeranre In *tit city et a theatrical
toothpaste, 094.8oCtly as it played for
mambo in New York, with every
member in his place from the star to
the call' boy, together veto every bit
Of the oeiginal scenery and proper-
ties, has not actually occurred so
often as to pe.11 upon tbeatergeers,
sueh an event takes ekece, however,
when Water N. lewrence presents
Henry E. Dixey in a dramatization of
Flarold MeGrath's famous novel,
'The. Man on the Box." at The Ken-
tucky on Friday night. The play is
clean, witty, weolesome. Is coesum-
matele acted in elect rol . from that of
the least important member of the
company to that of Mr. Direye, and
011ea interest in the development of
the plot never wanes or is reflected
iv the side-spitting humorous lines
and situations which are conetanely
being unfolded. For twenty years
edr. Dixey 'has been known as 'Amer-
ica's foremost light comedian and
never lavas he more handsome, grace-
CheKentucky
BOTH PHONES 548.
Curtain 8:15.
FRIDAY NIGHT, Feb, 8
Walter N. Laurence
Presents
HENRY E.
DUXEY
In Harold MAO iratk's
Famous Novel
The Man ii)hrie Box
brigand ly $rwe I Fleas
Exactly at
New
The Peril of Whaling. 
a
of the features included in
Lyman II. Howe's lifeedrama at The
Kentucky on Monde.; night, ehows
the methods and dangers of whaling
In line detail. It is e masterpiece of
animated photography. The picture
1.lso invaluable In a historic sense.
ThoUwen and slept; have almost
passed adraet the history of whaling
has been leff ten:written. The Man-.
gets and hardshireixtalltage call-
ing of whinh few peop are inform-
ed are here fully revealed The pict-
Erffitt P-AtrucArt EvEND.K) letfrt
PROF. SHRUBS II SAID 'PO RIMAEVIE
ALL
.IIAY 1E GAMIN i,„,inelleort rate ffilliettieli on ,• haitf wince; Compound Kenton,
one mince; compound Syrup
o Succeed Superintendent
C. N. LIkeb
Prof. George V. Miller,
High ticlawil Principal, 'Will Re.
tire From the Schools.
HAS MADE EXCElLLENT
Prof. George F. Miller, asiestent
principal of the High school, this
llorning made public his interment of
not applying another year for the po-
sition.
Prof. Miller is an excellent Instruc-
tor, and has given perfect satisfaction
In the senools. He is a graduate of
the state normal school at, Cape Gi-
rardeau, Mo., and also a graduate of
the Care:ton university at Care/ton.
Mo, Prof. Miller has several positions
under consideration,
'A surprise was sprung in school
circles by the informal announce-
ment of Prof. C. H. Shrieves, teace-
er of science, ns a candidate for su-
perintendent. He has not, it is un-
derstood, formally placed his appli-
cation with the board, but it is said
has signified his intentions of so do-
ing. The first intimation was receiv-
ed when 'he affirmed that he was not
going to retire from the faculty.
Prof. Shileves Is the only member
of the teaching corps who has in
any way announced his aspirations
to be superintendent of tee schools.
He has been here one term, coming
from Boston late in the fall.
Superintendent Darrah, of the city
schools at Union City, Tenn., was in
Paducah yesterday looking over the
school system, and personally placed
his application for the position of
superintendent of the Paducah
schools. He Is the second to apply in
person.
This morning school was resumed
in the Jefferson building at Harrison
and Eighth streets, the heating appa-
ratus having been repaired. One stay
was lost on account of defective ..naces.
Miss Mary Bonderant, otzthe "Ca-
det class" Is in charge of/Mfes Mabel
Robert's class at the Franklin build-
ing. Miss Roberts le off on a month's
leave of absence.
NOGRO BRAKEMAN KILLER,
Fell Between Cars While Train Was
Running.
Wiii Sanders, a, negro brakeman
relining between Fulton and Mounds,
114.. on the Illinois Centre: road, leas
killed at Mayfield creek bridge near
Wickliffe on the main line of the
road yesterday afternoon about 4:30
o'clork. 'He was trying to climb be-
tween two ears while the eain wee in
motion. He lost hie bold and fele
No one witnessed the accident and
when the traiu.paneed, his lade was
seen by perebna In the caboose.
Mad Dogs Scare Shaelsiburg.
Sharpeleurg, ley Feb. 6.-Sharps-
burg has a mad-dog ware. Several
dogs have died of rabies and one was
kneed after it had bitten several, other
dogs. Many portions were attarked
by eine dog, but thelr clothing saved
them from being bitten. The dogs
that were bitten have been retained
by their owners, who are awaiting du
velopments on the ninth, day,.
urea show the equipment and itlesteete  seen 221 nights in of a typetal whaler: the "battle roYeee
York. a:" with the monster and the fleroe
combat with h:s assailants.
P4e4191 i5tIfff. T9. Si& .1.110
Seats on sole illitareday 9 a. la
(rtain 8:15.
MONDAY NIGHT feb. 11
nete Semi-Annual Tour
ful or debonair, than as the hero of
this We4tington romance. And
never has he had a better role for
the exploitation of his versatile tal-
ents-nor even -M "A.donis" In which
he 'cored tne longest run ever re-
corded and mede lemself the most
sought after, tented about and pope-
'tie Henry le Dixey, in "The Man on
the Box," at The Kentucky tomer-
! rownight„
a actor in America. The plot tens
the romantic way a dare devil young
'army officer sets out to win the heart
and hand of a rich society girl In
Washington, and its logical plot and
humorous and at times dramatic *sit-
uations hold the interest frdm the
Hee to the fa :i of the curtain.
One
"A Lucky Dog."
Nat M. W!Ile who 19 starring. In a
new musical comedy by Mark E
gwan called "A Lucky Dog.' does not
belie the name this season became)
it's the best musical play he hats ever
been seen in and the utmost capaci-
ties of theaters where he plays is
taxed at every performance. TheLyman B Howe is funny, the music bright and
catchy aongs predominate, whilePresent the
Broa•cieurat and Currie have sur-
Crawling Riuisph of Realism roundest Wilts with a company of ex-
ceptional merit and a chorus of pret
ty gles who can sing and dance. At
The Kentucky Tuesday night.
In his new Moving Pictures.
Special Feature',
PERHAM OE
WHALING!
CLIMBING
UN TRODDEN
PEAKS!
OLYMPIC
OAKES AT
ATHENS!
ERUPTION OF
MT. VESUVRTS!
4 UNIV.%
Gle NICE. 1908! ,
HARVESTING ICE
IN NORWAY!
'DARING •
thrI1i4ENIVINITYP
MANI) .irrnEll24.
THE WORLD REVEALENS.
Priees---S:c, 28c and 110c.
Seats o sale satarday.
HEADACHES AND NEURALGIA
FROM COLDS.
LAXATIVE PROMO Quinine, the
world wide Gold And Grip remedy re-
moves cause. Call for full name.
Wok for signature E. W. GROVE.
ESc.
Sharke- -Taking a wife is something
like Wing mushrooms.
Parks-How so?
Mirka You've got to wait results
before you can be absolutely sure
You're taken the right kind. -Batton
Transcript.
Money talks, but there is not
enough of It In the world to take the
i
place of a woinen.
There is a sure reward for fedthful
ii lessee-Horace.
Ineemonemmemori
Kargon
And
Virgin Oil
of Pine
rure)
Gilbert's Drug
Store
4111 and Broadway
-rreee
These prescriptions,
as well as all others,
carefully compound-
ed by registered
druggists.
time, took place Tuesday at the
warehouse known as the Ligon Allen
warenonse. There were put up and
sold 109 hogeheads, 8 of which
brought an average of $8.3e, and 35
of French leaf sold at an average of
$7.90. The rest of the number of
hogsheads brought from 16 to $8.50.
This is the first sale of the kind that
has been for some time, and it look-
ed like old times to see quite a num-
ber of bidders trying to buy the to-
'ham).
Bibles Sealed Into W
Owetisboro, Ky. 6. - A
bushel of Billice teal up in a creek
in the wale a mysterious air about
the workmen, tem oare with, which
-the- teal is "(carded, the refusal of
the contratior to give out any Infor-
mation and the emote habits and
unique elverarter of the woman, Mrs.
.Nertinie O'Ge fleet, who la haring tire
'work done, eatteed much comment
anti specutlation in the Stanley neigh-
borexod. The people of the neigh-
borhood believe that Mrs. O'Guliett
Is bundhig a school. for Christian
Scientists. Mrs O're ) Vert is a Chris-
tian Scientist, ante some of the rooms
of the house have 'been etrpplted with
desks.
Mob After Negro Peeper.
Sharptiburg, Feb. - Jesse John-
son, a negro, Wake detected In the act
of peeping through the window shut-
ters lest night into a room where a
young woman alas disrobing. An
alarm was erven and the negro was
pursued and caughlt, but he broke
away from his .captons and escaped.
A crowd of men searched for brim ell
night, but he could not be icroated.
Farmers' Institute.
Shelbyville. Ky., Feb. 6.- R. R.
°Other, of this actuate. will be a
candidate before She deitelMtee to the
State Farmers' institute from the
counties of the Third court of appeals
distr'ke for meneliershdp on the mate
board of agricakture, forefeet- and im-
migration. as the successor of Guth-
rie Wilson of Neleon county. The
election wile be held during the time
of the institute session, which begins
here on February 26 next. Each
county in the third district. is, under
the act creating the abate board, en-
titled to one vote.
Samuel C. Woodson Dies.
Owensboro, Ky., Feb. 7.-Samuel
C. Woodsoa, father of tIrey Wood-
son, of Owensboro, died at 6 o'clock
yeaterilee morning in a 'hospital at
Wichita, Kansas, of the infirmities of
old age, he being almost 82 years
A Deadly Breath.
Walking about his estate, a rich;
ritisen hatted a laborer who was dig-
ging a drain Red solemnly inquired
If he were ready to die. The man ad-
mitted that he hada-I Abousivt of
InulligOli away just -yet. 4Bigt ,every
time I breathe a man dies," seilenta-.
ly remarked the millionaire In tone's
of terrible warning. "Gee!" cried the
unmoved laborer. "Why don't you.
chew a few e,cloreo?"--Pensacola
News.
Mina bas received from Japan $1,-
000,000 of the cubteins r•olilectione
made at NeWehwang during the late
aneee ecretpation of that cite. And le
erne seeking to recover from Rumen:
the eltniear collection made Mirk's,
the Russian oronplatIon, amounting
to nearly $2.500,040. ,
A eleteping oar rettreany rotiki
make lots Mere money ft It hung the
mineeneers up on pegs. and tete-
would 01*(11 Rea as well
If you are aehataild your nail-
ing, hlat a May_ in call for yon
  - -
At the age of 40 a man Is either
Sarsaparilla, three ounce,. Mix
by ensiling well in a bottle sad
cake in ttelleroattful dust:. after
esetr meet wort-vatiorvirtnwi. The
ingredients oaa be obtelned at
nioderate cost at ally good Pre-
ecriptica pima-I-racy. and, bet*
eemliGeed Maine% of vegetable
extracts, are harm lees and will
not injure he most OW*
stomach.
This simple prescription is
acrid no perform remarkable
cures, in many cases of yeses
standing.
It has a peculiar effete wee
the kidneys, attesting awe
most important organs to filter
and strain from The blood the
uric acid uria, etc., which muesli
the pain and misery of Rheuma-
tism. '
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
River Stages.
Cairo 42.9 1.4 fall
Chattanooga .. 9.9 0.4 rise
e.e.e84711 srelei- -fair
Pleansvine . .... .. 27_1. ... fall
Florence ..... 1.9 1.1 fal:
Jelhationtf1111. .90.8 1.3 fait
........10.1LoslIRville  '0.1 fall
Mt. Carmel  9.6 1.4 fall
Nashville 15.3 1.0 fall
ri ashy rg . .  4.9 0.9 fall
'rt. 'Vernet 1ls.:8 2.8 fall
Paducah 16  8 1 9 fall
The river went down the wharf
nearly two feet since yesterday morn-
ing. The stage this morning was 36.8,
a fall of 1.9 in 24 hours. Business at
the wharf was Inlet today with only
One arrival. •
F. H. Lyon, a steemboat engineer,
formerly residing here, has returned
to the city and is gtopping at the St
Nicholas. Mr. Lyon will find work on
some boat out of Paduceb.
The Reaper went down to Cairo
last night with one barge of cote
from the West Kentucky Coal corn-
patty.Competitive Tobacco Sale.
Iletrry /Copt has taken the positlouMayfield, Ky., Feb. 7.- The first
of third clerk on the steamer Dickcompetitive tobacco sales that have
Fowler. It is a new pottition.taken place in Mayfield for some
The Joe Fowler was in from
ansville today and left after trad-
ing on the return trip.
A half buried ship's nchor was
pulled out of the wit yesterday in
an attempt to eel heeneavy stage-
plunke of the difboat down the
hill. The fal g river has made it
necessary or the wharfboat to get
farther, down but the stageplanks
woq,1d not budge for the towboats,
ich tried to pull the wharfboat
down. The steam capstan was
brought into play and an anchor was
turfed in toe wharf to pull against
with a pulley. After several attempts
the stage-planks were pulled over the
rise in the top of the wharf and are
on the down grade now.
The Kentucky will arrive tomor-
row morning from the Tennessee riv-
er and lie over until Saturday before
troing out again.
The Margaret Is expected In from
the Tennessee river today with a tow
of ties for the .Ayer-Lord Tie cone
fatly. -
The Dick Fowler got away On
time this morning with a quiet trip
for Cairo.
Hammers were going again at the
dry docks and ways this morning,the
weather having moderated sufficient
f)1 to !slake work Doggie:re.
The need of new brick streets or
First street is apparent now with
the frozen conditina of the mud. Ma
ny wholesale and commission houses
as well as m11.8 have been inconveni
enced by the inability of the railroaa
to move cars around the switch from
the mud caked on the tracks. Anoth
er gang wax at work this mornine
cleaning the track with picks. The
new street has been provided for ano
will be built when toe weather
breaks in the spring.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio, at Evarfaville, Will prob-
ably rise slightly during the next 21
to 36 hours. At Mt. Vernon, no ma-
terial change during the next 21
hours. At ?adtteah and Cairo, will
fall rapidly _during the next several
days.
The Tennessee, from Florence to
the mouth, the Mhisissippl, from be-
low St. Louis to Cairo and the Wa-
bash at Mt. Carmel, will continue fall
ing. Heavy floating Ice will continue
In the Mississippi at Cairo dnring the
next several days.
Spider. Weave Silk.
Most of us have reed of the fairy
princess who wore a spider-web
gown, but 'we trever expeeted to see
tnat fabric in reattty.
Now Signor Oallieni, gevernor of
the island of Madagascar off the
southeast coast of Africa, sends word
ro America that he has( opened a
factory where the workers are weav-
ing the webs of certain spiders of tar
Island into beautiful silken fabrics
which are shipped to Paris and made
lip into ladies' gowns.
Thonsaedeof epittework Alay
and night in their gages In the big
ream in the factory given over to
teem, and they jndustriouele spin
minter)* of yards of their strong silk
threads. white), are earefully wound
and taken to tap weaving rooms.-
M. Glen Fling, in February "Circle"
magasine.
In is
A five-year-old's biography of the
ember of Ms Coantry reads: George
Washington never told ail": be died,
lnd they put his pictnre on n postage
*Annie.- What is the moat volumi-
nous of blographs but an Vahoration
off this?
There ars not many men Omit sign
their name* oftener than King 1111-
Yard. It is said that he has to offs
Ate swoons,* twee tenet 1•40,045'40111-
••18.1 documents (Miry 'Isar--811 JIM -
ige of out t61 for every working
day; and Shia Is. of coarse, in midi-
ln old bachelor oi_it pessimist. Ion to all his private algtratnrim.
t
t.
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YOU'RE SURE ITS PURE-TIE GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES IT.
HAYNEN WHISKEY
BOTTLED
IN BOND
AND SHIPPED
DIRECT FROM OUR
DISTILLERY TO YOU
Send us your order
save airthe dealers' prof-
its and get the highest
grade "bottled in bead"
whiskey at distillers'
price.
We will send you
FOUR FULL QUART
BOTTLES HAYNER
PRIVATE STOCK
BOTTLED IN BOND
WHISKEY for $3.20
by express prepaid- in
plain package with no
marks to show contents.
• When you get it-teat it.
Sr not satisfactory, return it
at our dispense and we will
return your $3.30. That's
fair-isn't It?
49121*-s-
E..
PR WATE mom
'WHISKEY
MED IN BO
DISTILLING Oa
••••
1.11 •
VII
EXPRESS $320
PREPAID
This is at the rate of
only 80 casts a full quart
(express prepaid) for
RAYNER WHISKEY,
BOTTLED IN BOND
in our' own registered
distillery under U. S.
Government supervisien
-full strength, full Mess-
ure, absolute purity and
age guaranteed by Gov-
ernment stamp on each
bottle.
Dose watt-sand your order
to tar neareSt roThen iota -
and mention -Ditleioa
Orders for Aria., Cal.. (
Idaho, lione.,Ner. N.Mex. uro.,
Utah, Wash. or W10.00.0 .,o
the hairs 'Lt ./wart.. 04 57
kilaViZilt; by 'eke SaSsi:141e=
THE RAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY, Division 4164
ayteti,Abhie St. Louts, Re. St. Paul,' Minn. Atlanta, Sa.
DINTILIAILY, TROY, ORIO. CAPITAL, $:,00.000.00 Into rem. Eel ABLISRED 1968.
Who's to Do ttie Job?
One day old Sam Asbury was walk-
ing along a need in southern Indiana
with a bridle on his arm. He met it
countryman, stopped 'him, and asked
if he knew of a Food horse In that vi-
ejnity a man could steal.
"No, I don't," answered the other.
"You ought to be tuck up."
"That Is quite likely.- retired
old Sam; "but, unfortunately, There'
nobody to do it."
And so with Me Bryan. A great
many Democrats believe that he
ought to be beaten for the nomina-
tion for president in 1908, but,, un-
fortunately, "there's nobody to do it."
However, politics is as fickle, ae the
winds. It is as uncertain as a horse
race. But; on the whole, the cele-
brated Brit ish statesman, Pu eney,
was right When he remarked:' "The
heads of parties are like' the 'heads
of snakes-cerried on. by their nitile."
, Meanihg that the masses control.
At this time. the Democrate masses
seem to .be for Mr. Bryan.-Washing-
ton Post.
Ministerial duties do not prevent
the Rev. Joel H. ,Metcalf, of Taunton,
Mass., f rorn pursuing as tr en.o m I n-
veetigations. His study of the stars
'has resu:ted in the discovery of a new
eomet, whleh is now being clomie ob-
served by astronomers throughout
the world. -It has been named Mm-
'canna comet.
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal
The Commercial-Appeal
The Record-Herard
The,Globe-Democrat
Ths Poitt-Ditipatch
The News-Scimitar
The Star-Chronicle
Louisville Tithes .
St. Leuis Republic
Chicago Examiner
Chicago Tribune
Nashville American
Cincinnati Enquirer
Chicago Daily News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Register Office, 523 Broadway
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incurp. e' 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N. Ftourth t. Phones 787
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American German National Bank
227 Broadway
 eaMIM1111111111111111R1111111111111111111111111
W. F. Parton, R. 'Ludy, P Pi] ry ear
President. Cashier. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Incorporatod
Capital,  5100,000
Surplus   •  50,000
Stockholders liability   100,000
Total security-Ito depositors $250,000
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and 'accord to all the same
courteous treat ment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 
OPEN SATURDAY NIG FITI4 FROM 7 TO ft (X1LOOR.
Third and Broadway
•
• •
•
4
77-
I
7
st. ,
•
•
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Special Values for Friday and Saturday
A mild winter and an early spring have combined to make a thorough clean-
ing up imperative and the prices in all departments have been cut unspar-
ingly, as you know. It has been decided to continue the two big specials for
Friday and Saturday. If you did. 4 attend Wednesday, read the an-
nouncements below and come early Friday morning.
SHIRT SALE CONTINUED
$1.00, $1.50, $2..00 and $2.50
Manhattan and Emery Shirts
58c
This Special Shirt Sale is one of un-
usual interest and will be continued
for Friday and Satur da y. One
hundred and fitty dozen stiff bosom
Manhattan and Emery Shirts, usually
sold from $1.00 to $2.50, during this
sale for 58c. Conveniently arranged
in the Shirt Department on our third
floor, a host of neat, refined patterns
and all sizes from 14 to 18 1-2. Don't
miss this chance, for 58c is a mighty
small price for such- values. - • •
No goods charged or
sent on approval
during sale
CHILDREN'S SPECIALS
CONTINUED
Friday and Saturday you will have an-
other chance in the Childien's De-
partment.
Any $5, $6, $7 or $8 child's suit in the
 S2198.
house, without reservation, ages
2 1-2 to 17 years, for 
Economical mothers will be glad to
know that on Friday and Saturday we
will repeat the Wednesday special on
Children's Waists.
All 50c and 75c Blouse Waists, ages 4 to 6
years, white and fancy Madras, only
two to a customer, for.  29c.
All boys' Shirt Waists mostly fancy pat-
terns, ages 4 to 9, Mother's Friend and
Puritan makes only two to a cus-
tomer, for . ...... ;.
409 - 413 BROADWAY.
Cut prices continue on
all Overcoats, Rain-
coats and Suits
_rt
JOSIAH FLINT, TRAMP, IS DEAD
Chicago, Feb. 7.— Josiah Flynt cause an h resistible longing called
Willard the chronicle or aw„Jer. him to it.
A wanderer he was as a boy, evenlust," the interpreter of the joys of,
before he had completed his collegethe care-free life, the life that knows',education, A wanderer he was as ano work or duty or responsibility , man. All the time, however, he had
except the responsibility of keeping.an open notebook beside him, andalive--died late at the Kaiserhof no.; in It and In his memory he recorded
tel of heart failure, many phases of the life he saw, sub-To tens of thousands of readers ofIsequently to give them to the public
the newspapers and magazine., bath-% -yrRinii,
in this country and in Europe. Wil-
lard vies known as "Josiah Flynt,"
who offered to the world a trattala-
[ion of the meaning of the tramp
life.
Horn Of well-to-do parents —his
father was Oliver Willard, a Chicago
newspaper man and his aunt Frances
Willard, the great-temperanee advo-
cate- a graduate of Monmouth Col-
lege and. of Heidelberg University,
'Willard chose thc life of a ' lip be-
LEMON
LOTION
An ideal combination of
boracic acid, glycerine, car-
bolic acid and lemon juice.
Guaranteed te cure chapped
hands; roughness of the skin,
ato.
Prepaid and sofa by
McPherson's
Furth aid lireidivii
AB Europe His Field.
Over every country _ of Europe,
from the North Sea to the Caeplan
and from St. Petersburg to Constan-
tinople, Willard wandered. He wan-
dered—not as the "globe-trotter"
wanders, In train "de luxe" and
staying at toe best hotels—but In
the wise of a tramp, a "hobo," and
he declared time and again that be
was able to understand social condi-
tions hotter from the back door point
af view than from that- of the front.
In this country, too, the -wander-
Hat" urged him en. From Vermont
o Florida and from Pennsylvania to
. ne eastern slope of the Rockies he
knew this country in a way such as
perhape no other man has ever
known It. To the Pacific slope he
went only once, but that was the
only Part of the United States he
did not knoW thoronghly.
Willard might, had he choeetemathe
large amount of money from writ-
ing. His intimates have known him
- o make $1-.000 a week. He could, It
`s said by those who knew him best,
'lave made an anneal income of 'S.M-.-.
,Inn, year .in and year out, by writ-
,ng ititt money held _no charms for
in, He .wrote sufficiently to Rive
tm "sp.tting money." 114*n he WIIb
aered again
Little Time for Work.
"Ile would work one day and wan-
der the other 29 of the month."sale
one of ..hle friends yeeterday.
hitn -this utter irreisponelbillty
of tramping over the face, Of the
earth, no man to call Ilan master,
no duty to compel him in any given
direction, was the one thing of the
world which Was worth while. To
wander-- wander— that was real
living to Willard.
His first book, which Immediately
attracted attention, was "Tramping
With Tramps." This was a story ex-
actly fitted to its name which sought
to explain something of the joys and
sorrows—chiefly joys, however --
which Willard beneld in the lives of
his brethren, the "hoboes."
This work was published aboet II
Years ago, when the writer was 24
years old—his age at his death be-
ing 38. At that time he had been &
tramp for years. His regular "beat"
was from Chicago to Denver. and he
was known to the "boss" as King of
the Tramps." His brain and his edu-
cation gave him an Influenee and a
standing that other tramps might
not exercise.
1441112e Books He Wrote.
His Arta book was followed by
numerous .iregaltine and newspaper
articles. Perhaps his most wtdely
Known volume is "The World of
Graft." Others of his works were
"Powers That Prey " "Notes* of an
Itinerant Policeman" and "The Lit-
tle Brother."
Not content with wandering
through the United States and Eu-
rope as a mere orthinatey tramp, Wil-
lard donned in each of the countries
and localities he passed through the
garb of that cottntry or plaice. In Reig-
ate he was a Russian tramp. In Atte-
irks 'he appeared never to have lived
ether than under the sway of Frans
Joseph: in France it would appear
to the observer that Willard had
been brought up to the legend of "le
revanche" to the thought that r Alsace-
IMrafie will once more be French
terrtthey. Berlin, spellers% he knew
better than any European city, and
(Armanv better than any foreign
"Yea," fiticl the sentimental, Youth.
"r/uRre is no &debt of her devotion.
She treasures eel of my tatters"
Mies f'syanne, "may
klwilkolaalikar: mat then *NOM may
Wasititnirou Star, •
NO DEEP CHANNEL
FOURTEEN FEET nto.w.crSet
BADLY. DEFEATED.
Advocates* of Amendment Muster
Only Forty-Three Votes out of
Total of tilift.
Waetsington. Feb. 7.—Ativooateut
of a 14 foot donned for elm Minis-
eiPPl _rit_e_r POP ell1esigo' tct St- Louie
and the gulf were defeated when the
house, in committee of the wyo.le,
having under conaidertatiou_kbe_ river
and harbor approPtletio-Ir 'ME toted
to stand by the recommendation of
the committee in opposition to the
project
Although there was much, speech
makinig on rite pant of friends oe
the measure, they oecuverl onle 43
votes for the amendment againet 145
who e'Peeeed it
•
KANSAS CITY STOCKYARDS HIT
Investigators Find That Patron** Love
56.000 a Day Through Had Serviee.
Topeka, Rat., Feb. 7.--The corn-
paint, of commission men that !neje-.
cootie Service is furnished by the
Ksibsas city Stock Yards company
has been fouid to be based upon
fact by the committee from the Kan-
sas legislature. which, acting jointly
With enmmittee from the Missouri
legislaturb, recently made investiga-
tions • of toe stock yards; That this.
TWO HUNDRED DIE
DURING BLIZZARD
Terrible Winter Record For
Far Northwest
Stark (-'orpses in Isolated Cabins of
Settlers and on Wind-Swept
Prairie.
•
AVALANCHE WRECKS HOrsEs
Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. 7.-- Two
hundred persons, according to con-
servative estimates have lora their
lives from snow and cold in the
northwest as a result of the extreme
wintei.. The death list may still be
greatly swelled.
When winter loosens its death grip
scenes in tne isolated cabins of set-
tiers and skeletons on the prairies
will tell the story of how scores 07
perished. Railroad men and residents
of the big Dakota settlements based
this estimate on past experiences dur-
ing stormy winters.
Storgess, S. D., Feb. 7.--Three wo-
men are reported to have frozen to
death near .nere as a result ta: the re-
cent blizzard. Mrs. Jacob Wahl, wife
of a ranchman near Stoneville, was
frozen to death while going to the
postoffice for mail.
A middle aged woman. name un-
known here, is reported to have fro-
zen to death in ner home near Bend.
She had burned all her furniture for
fuel and had then gone to bed in an
endeavor to keep warm.
Mrs. Lagran, of Topbar, is report-
ed to have lost her life on the prairie
In the blizzard.
School children, and teachers
throughout Meade county suffered
severely on account of the storm
which was so intense it was not safe
to send children 'home, and in many
cases teachers and pupils were corn-
pelled to remain all night in schnel
houses aith but little fuel to keep
them warm.
Avalanche Wrecks Buildings.
, Sallie, Col., Feb. 7.—Another av-
alancne of snow much larger than
that of Monday night came down at
Monarch, IS miles west of Salida this
afternoon, destroying many buildings
aterthe boarding house of the Edit) _
mine. •
E. Y. Harris, manager of the
mine is sunder a mass of snow and
his rescue is doubtful.
TRACKMEN TRY TELEPATHY,
As Convention Open** Absent Mem-
bers Concentrate Mind on Meeting.
Fort Scott, Kan., Feb. 7.—Section
hands employed in every state In
the union and on every system of
road in the country ceased work Ws
morning at 9 o'clock and devoted
Pflve minutes to silent thought for
the good of their union and the suc-
cess of its efforts to better their con-
ditions. The annual convention of
the National Union of Railway Track-
men met in this city at that hour.
and this unique requisition upon oc-
cultism bad been planned wifh a firm
faith in the ellicincy of mental tele-
graphy.
Soda Fountain Peril...
While ae are still keen on dimin-
ishing the cocaine and similar evils,
would it not be wise for the prime
Movers in the crusade to investigate
sorrie.nt the -~'Srfft /flake" eeti.d.at Soda
fountains that many know to be base"
ed on some harmful drug? Tnern
are certain beverages sotrl at these
temperance refreshment places that
are possessed of such pick-me-up
qualites that they are in constant de-
mand. Dispensers of these tipples
tell of cuetomers who come regular-
ly at certain hone* of the day' for a
bracer that If taken daily for many
months may work more harm to an
individual than many R rugged drink
sold at bars.--Boston Transcript.
•
Filirrino laborers wre leering ma-
nila for Hawaii in partite of front
50 to toe. These men and their fam-
ilies go to 141,4'211 as eontract lebar-
ens on sugar plantations. Extenason
eit sugar raising In the Philipp:nes
eartnot be curried on while rhe [door
of the greet American market Is
ptootieslay phut against the Philip-
pine prodsete.
Mrs. Naltmr-1 tee you've Olt a
Stew girl. Hatt she tart numb exper-
ience we a cook' Mies Hiram Offen
poor service cotes patrons of the —Not mneh but many, and when hot-
4rds as much as $11,000 a day,' la weelee imp I propose to geve tor vec,
also held In the report, which has itice to dente up soothes- experience.---.-
been made to the iegisiattire. The re- I rtilledetPhlts Pron.
iPettis peculiar in teat while it states . , •
that the charges Oh certain classes of When a man marmite* a widow he
live stock are unfair and exorbitant
It raehmmenth• that IMeh charges bel,
maintained and legalized.
A weenies doesn't have to see the
leosatare in charges liar name:
must expect her to he the captain.
At any rate, he is merely her second
mats
Wthen a man w ig admit his este*
Is cold it's a mien the lioneymoOs Iii
Minietee eau- do It. over.
_
 momaaii.ma.
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Alum
in food causes lc
stomach disorders—Its con-
tinued use means permanent r  
injury to health.
cFollowing the advice of medical
scientists, England and France have
passed laws prohibiting its use
in bread making.
qAmerican housewives
should protect their house-
holds against Alum's wrongs
by always buying pure Grape 
Cream of Tartar Baking  
Powder.
q Pure Grape Cream of
Tartar Powder is to be had
for the asking
Buy by name—
A Dickens Revival.
It is a muttar of congratulation
theme is all over the English reading
world a revival of Interest, in Dickens.
Societies are being formed to promul-
gate a propaganda which seal keep
alive the interest in the man and his
many valuable works. Charles Dick-
ens hag his limitations. That is easi-
ly admitted: but he nag a finer appre-
ciation of human nature than almost
atiy writer who ever lived. He has
furnished us with a phantasmagoria
erecters of every kind-T-a pro-
cession of people wao ,lave passed in-
to household words. If It be said
that at times the author was super-
sentimental, the answer is that sen-
timent rules the world and that it is
muca better to, have too much than
too little of ,It.—Philadelphia In-
quirer
Sub., fn, The Sun
Removal Sale of Ai Pollock's Jewelry Store
About February 13th we will take possession of our new store
room—now occupied by the treat Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
333 Broadway. In the meantime we have made startling re-
ductions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we wish to move as little as pos-
sible of the present and,.when we get into our new location, we
mean to_ have, A _dem new stock._ If_you need_auytiaug_
line give us a call, for we have made a cut of 50 per cent in
many instances.
A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway. Empire Building
Pulity under Uncle
Sam's stampof ap-
proval. Oldest bot-
tling is spring, 1899. 
Early  Times
I'ack Beam
S-o 1 d Most Everywhere.
4'
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
January, 1907.
• I 3882 o 3808
2 3878 17 3874
3850 18 1899
4 3891 19 .........3898
3897 21 - 3890
3875 22..• ...... 3877
 3873 23 3844
3854 24 382
14.........3901 25 3804
It 3837 26 3846
12 382.6 28-1.-4299
14 3826 29 4239
lb 3808 30 4107
31 4107
Total  1,05,612
Increase -  199
Average for January, 19')/ .  3912
Average for January, 1906 ii713
Personally appeared before me,
thie Feb. 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
fl•rms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Jan., 1907, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908
Daily Thought.
There is a divinity in tee meanest
mate a philanthropist in the stingiest
miser, a hero in the biggest coward,
which an emergency great enough
will call out.—Success Magazine.
THE JUVENILE COURT.
Pad'ueelas need ef a juvenile court
was never more patine' manifested
then in the case of Bert Roberts.
George Gains, (lover Holland, Fort
Jack-eon and Harry Fletaher, the lit-
tle lade sent to the reform schoa for
lei reale.
Jo the first lei .•, the term "referm
sohoor' would be a joke if it were
not so serious a matter. No one ex-
pects a youngster .sent to that insti-
tution to reform.' They are sent
there as hopeless criminals, just as
their elders are sent to the peniten-
tiary. and When they come out, th*
prebabilities are that their criminal
tendency is reinforced by a broad
theoretical education in all trnancires
of criminal endeavor.
Some of these five, perhaps, will be
benefltted, because it witerld be im-
possible to plare in them under con-
ditions that would make them worse;
but one or two among them may be
the sport of envi.rounient, the victims
of physical degeneracy or control-led
by fundamental-le good traits %seethe-
ly deVCSIOliPti Many a youth, whore
dating spirit tee made hint easy prey
for the wiles el evil essoviatee, has
;turned tint to he a first-ekes man,
when brought under the proper in-
fluence and that tome spirit directed
• n legit i mete (berms is. Roo' 11, 12,
13. and 14 years cesi, are not too
mattrred to be turned from ways of
evil, and the reforneatien of one ent-
' bryo crimirrail and the coneerting of
• isocial outcast into a wealth pore
deter le worth ale the money Oh. a
come would cont.
latter our present form of trial
. Only the actual gueit of the youth
and his pate record are inquired into,
and on these end other iik (dream-
stances has punishment is fixed, for
eunisteneut it is and nothing ease.
Puller uhe juvenile tenet system, the
home surroundings, the SOCial envi-
ronments', the physiewl and mental
emed.ition of the child, and the re-
semnielsility of his parents for his
temcinet are Inquired into and. estab-
'Wetted. Some times' nrehing more
than trreesure on the brain, Marva-
tiou Red Improper home environ-
ment., are reepensible for the child's
(surudiurt, Knowing what pmduires
the eastern that led to the motet itaticm
of a crime the court ean promeince
judgment, not to punish ate ebeld
or pus it away from the community
for a terse, but to effertuaile pm a
step to its criminal aggressions. Cer-
tainly, any, neerne that wit: Nave so-
ciety from the literary-tient In its
midst of a probeble thief and a pos-
idhio, murderer is worth its price.
it Is unjoet to a eta*, who . Is
thrtnoth.t kilo the wog*" to form cell-
slalom, with the producing of Which
ba had nothing o do. and by thrive
C011titlirlo us ..intpolliwi to tin Watt' Week
that WO 'bona (oho awe, iiberty
and his last chanice and bops hY
reading hie In trae ad•olegoeftee an
thief, witlacrat doing at in our power
to rectify tleise ocusditions wallet hu-
man agencies have tnrposee upon
him. If his ortminat terideney is a
disease, incurebbe in its nature. it is
well for us to learn that fact in his
Ilitsoce pat we may protect our-
_ • _ -thine - TIllige--see-amniny'
calls for such an Institution as the
juvenile court. Henderson baa Just
inaugurated one and other cities are
awcikenieg to the morel obligation of
saying youths from lives of sin and
crime.
Strange as It may seem people in
this section trk the United States are
receiving more totelligent mid aceu-
trate reports of the proceedings of
the Thaw trial in New York than are
readers of some ad the, New York
papers, white are spending thou-
sands of dealers for the copy they are
using. The reason is, that the news
bureaus, whieth supply out of town
papers with the reports, emploe ex-
' /*teemed newspaper men on the
case, while the sensational local pa-
pers leave employed writers of the
lurid novels, perpetrators of espec-
ially atrocious crimes, heroes and
heroines of society scandals, stage
notorteties arid any sort of creature
wheel, name signed to an article ar-
rests the attention of the casual ob-
server and awirkene recollections of
some Interesting episode. There is
nothing in the Thaw ease to warrant
the employment of any specialist oth-
er than a specialist at collecting and
writing news. There is no mystery.
The crime is confessed. There is no-
body can write as terse Emgliish and
give as accurate, graphic and inter-
esting account of real news matter
as a first-class newspaper mad, and
no other person ik4 his equal as mas-
ter of the rapid narrative. The result
of the "enterprise" shown by the
"red or yellow" press has been to
bring down on them ridicule of their
own staffe. Pictures of -Evelyn Thaw's
veil and hat and ever ready handker-
chief have given place to cartoons at
the expense of the originator of the
tragedy pictures. "Slush" is the
name given the stuff written hy the
specialises, Who are now known to
the newspaper fraternity as the
'pat hoe brigade." And a letter to
this city recently says: "The amusing
part of the whole affair is, bow gen-
eral inareurate or wholly wrong the
reports of the special writers on the
case as are compared with those furn-
ished by the newspaper men.
It is time to prohibit by ordinance
the menderous traffic in toy cartridge
pistole
JURY REFORM IN SEVERAL
STATES.
Other legislatures besides that of
Illinois will be asked this winter to
reform the jury system. In Illinois,
or at least In Cook county, the fault
lies chiefly with the weak and timid
and negligent judges, but while not
a little in toe way of improvement
and economy could be done even un-
der the existing law, the bills that
have been prepared by a committee
of lawyers and citzens and indorsed
by many bareness men aim at chan-
ges that require legislative action.
In New York a very good Jury law
was enacted some years ago, but so
many arts have been passed for the
exemption of various classes of men
from jury duty that it is becoming
difficult to obtain fit talesman. The
wnoie berden has practically been
placed on merchants, clerks and some
professional men. The number of
professione and trades relieved of the
duty is very long, and annually some
additions are made to It. Public ac-e
countants ask exemption this year.
The men of affairs complain that too
great a saerifice of time and the val-
ue of time is demanded of themend.
of course, tee result is to encourage
shirking and erasion.
In Niassachusetta the jury system
also needs overhauling, but the Iron-
6l is of a different nature. There
the business; men manage to escape,
and the quality of those drawn is
steadily - deteriorating. Judges have
publicly declared that drunkardeam-
fers, men of criminal records, and
even intent* persons have served on
Boston airiest In one recent ease one
of the jurors was after roe trial
shown to have been criminally prose-
ratted 28 different times and to have
been sentenced to prison almost
Many times. The verdlet had to be
set aside because of the man's lack
of "moral character."
Moreover. jury service In Suffolk
county is a part of the "patronage"
system, of creek politics. Governor
Guild said in his recent message teat
"pressure was being noterfottaly ex-
erted to secure plaree on juries as
rompensatton for political service."
II' railed secordingiy for legislatiaa
safeguarding the preparation of jury
lists from improper influences.
ft is all very well te cry for better
jurors. but there will be no lasting
Improvc.ment kong as technkell-
ties and ateturditteit end Musty legal
notions make speedy and reasonable
procedose an inspoindbillt,v, The war
to reform the jure.syetent is quite
clear. Courts and lawyers mule be-
gin by simplifying and rationatising
prectice.--Record-Hersid.
ITIF PADUCAH EVENING SUN
THREW MISSILE
THROUGH WINDOW
Insane Deed of Half-Witted
• -Creature Yesterday -
Was Sent to Penitentiary Once for
Burning Three Houses in Me-
chanicsburg.
HIS WAY Or GETTING EVEN.
William Moore, who has served
two terms in the laddeville peniten-
tiary for (Times committed in Padu-
cah, was fined $5(t and coatis in police
court this morning for throwing a
brick through the window of Fred
Kreutreas bakery last night. He
pleaded guilty but gave no explana-
tion of his act.
Moore Ls not considered entirely
responsible, these who know him al-
leging that he is weak minded. About
seven years ago he first appeaired in
the criminal limelight. While the
fire department was fighting a fire at
the Campbell building on Broadway
an alarm came in from Mechanics-
burg. A grocery and three homes
were afire, and some of the hose
used at the Campbell building was
hurriedly thrown into the hose wag-
on and taken to the scene.
Moore had taken advantage of the
occasion to secure revenge on R. S.
Barnett by setting fire to his gro-
cery. The building burned with
three other houses Moore got one
year for this, and later was sent up
for a term for another felony. He
has not been out of the penitentiary
more than 30 days.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer—W. F. Dortett, Louisville;
W. J. Webb, Mayfield; Louis Spencer
Daniel, Lebanon, Tenn.: A. J. Wil-
son. Murray; P. B. Fowler, India-
napolis; J. Johnson, Jr., Glen Wil-
tort, Va.; P. K. Morrow, Iowa City,
Ia.: James Green, St. Louis; C. FL
Bradley., Murray; Nia E. Breither.
Chicago: F. W. Ovate Memphis:
Ben Felheirn, laincinnati; W. H. Pat-
ten, Chattanooga, Tenn.; C. C. Neel.
Knottvile, Tenn.
Belvedere---W. E. Leach, Bt. Isottis
A. J. Cooper, Dyer, Tense; J. F. Min.
geo, Ch ice go ; J. 'C. Mils, Oweneboro;
S. M. Burgess% Rockport; J. I). Rob-
erts. Owerieborg; C. Anderson. .St..
Louie; Lee Rafalsky, St. Louie; J. B.
Hemingford Cincinnati,
New Rictmond--W_, _P. Warrille.
Golconda, IA.; W. H. Roberts, Cin-
cinnati: Miss .1sillcia.n Orr, Evans-
elite, Ind.: J. T. Moore, Carver, Vac:
William ,McDtaw, St. Louis; C. A.
'Hopper, Cape Girardeau. Mo.; Puree
Brasher, Dycusburg; W. H. Meyer,
Atlanta, Ga.; F. Patten, Owensboro;
W. M. ,Moore, Kuttawa; Mrs. Ethel
Allison, Evan-wile, Ind.; Gentry Gray
Birmingham: ale and Mrs J. M.
Stone, Birmingham.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO Welt
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax-Poi
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywhere Price lou nits.
"Waat a great disappointment that
man was!" exclaimed Etas Notrum-
per,
"In wbat way?"
"He was spoken of
pert, and he proves
hut a famous
ton Star.
Feb--
de-
fol-
are merely different. For the rest,the
English, or rather the British, wit
and humor are the most comprehen-
sive and the best in the world, next
to the American. Indeed in the col-
onies we are apt to find the spirit
which we claim as essentially Amer-
ican in the fun of every day. A Cana-
dian story is told of a raw Irish girl
who went to a clergyman and asked
to know what tee he charged for
marrying. She was told, a dollar and
a half. After an interva7 of a few
weeks, she appeared •again, present-
ed the specified sum, and bade the
minister go ahead.
"Where is the. bfklegreom?"-fne
clergyman inquired.
"What!" cried Bridget, in amazed
indignation. "Don't you furnish the
man for a dollar and a half?"
As a rule, humor, rather than wit,
is the British characteristic. The fun
is found in absurd situations that
have no suggestion of malice to-
wards any one. Dickens tells of two
men who were about to be hanged,
and .who wee together on a scaf-
fold erected in a public place. All
about_ them, below, an immense con-
course waited. At this moment a bull
which was being taken to market
ran amuck in the crowd, and began
goring persona right and left. Bill, or.
the scaffold, turned to his companion
and said:
"I say, Jim, it's a good thing we
are not in that crowd."
Another English joke is of a veg-
etarian who proposed to a woman,
as a bridge ex- whereupn she delivered herself of
to be nothing the following scathing words; "Go
engineer."—Washing- along with you! What? Be flesh of
i
rollie.4.01410144•4111 11104
Great Values
in Men's Suits
1
 and Overcoats
1 $40. $35, $3o Suits and
Overcoats $18.00
$25. $22, 111110 Suits and
Overt-cues • $13.25
$10. $12.:S() Saks and
Overcoats $ 8.40
These prices Meal' a gmat
deal in the Mere quieting, but
u ken you a.'.'the gre•at val-
ues. this se•ascises offer--
Inge in suits, blues and blacks,
And the overcoat% Including
raincoats. something never
d • before in lemducale you
will npprocial e thent more.
There ere just lots of esclu-atrave patterns' yet to P 'CIA
fmm.
WL_.IT 111 aL 0 A IOWA'S"
elinimmo inaMOPOSIND
m,,Mis..4111+1111.41111.0%..4
your flesh, and you a-living on cab-
bage? Go and marry a grass wid-
ow!"
"Then I am undone!" cried the
heroine, turning trway from the audi-
ence.
"Only two bookie near the collar,"
observed the Septet gelles'Y god--
Puck.
China and .Japan between them
produce 12.500 toils of silk an'nuatily.
What Osteopathy Will Do.
Tnere.are but few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy, also of
poMe of its achievements. But there
are far too many who have accredit-
ed it with being' good for only those
conditions from whica they have
been cured, or which have come un-
der their observation. Not infrequent-
ly there is mutual surprise when one
who was cured of rheumatism meets
another who has been cured of asth-
ma or constipation. This is a homely,
but very true illustration.
Personal:), I have cured thronir
rases of constipation, rheumatism,
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia anu
headaches for people whom you
know well, and the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment is hut coming
generally known In Paducah, as It
Should be.
I aimed like to talk with you at
any time about your particular case,
and know I can cite you to some of
your %tends who will anew to what
the treatment has done for thtm iii
similar diseases. Come to my office,'
516 Broadway, or phone 1407 any
time from 9 to 12 or itlo I P. tn.
DR. CV -*WAGE.
HERE'S YOUR FATE
aurroNs AT rivm AND TEN PER
FOE WAIST ()OATS.
'That Is Whia- Lie-a-Mi But
Cheaper Ones Wilt Be
On Sale,
Wasninglon, Feb. 7.—Corsets for
corpulent men„ waistcoat buttons,
costing from $5 to $10 each, for
those who can afford them, the long,
soft, roll effect in lapels, and straight
box coats, whether or not they are
friendly to one's physical formation,
are a few of the rules laid down for
the well dressed man of 1907 by the
Merchant Tailors' National Protec-
tive Association of America in its
meeting here today. Spring styles,ac-
cording to leading members, will
show narrow shoulders, with a rath-
er square effect, and snorter sack
coats. Pads on the shoulders and the
long loose effect of all coats will,
have to go. Vents in the coats will ,
disappear and double breasted coats.
will also be tabooed. Anything that
is bright and expensive will be per-
mitted for waistcoats, and the ultra-
fashionable will add to them jewel-
led buttons, without limit as to price.
Trousers may be turned, up at the
bottom or worn "au naturel." They
will be in blue, brown and various
shades of green, although mixed
goods will be permIseible. In over-I
coats the surtout and paletot will be.
dropped and a form fitting, straight
box eoate prevail.
English Humor
In a paper on Humor in the
Teary Lippincott's Marvin Dana
fends our British Cousins, as
lows:
MANAGER MALONE
STILL IN CHARGE
Will Have EilairkSyntrul
Wilkee Paik
Plans for Kummer Season Are Pro-
gressing and Prospect& Are
Pleasing.
FLXING UP BASEBALL PARK
By making Wallace park a sepa-
rate department of the local proper-
ty of Stone & Webster, with a su-
perintendent to look after it, the
public is assured of an excellent
park. Already the work of preparing
it for the season has begun.
General Manager Jobn S. Bleecker!
announced this morning that he had
appointed Mr. William C. Malone su-
perintendent of Wallace park. "He'
will have as full charge as any other
superintendent of the company's
property," Manager Bleecker said I
"This will include the park, the
dancing pavilion, the theater and
the baseball park.
The bill park is being put into
shape for the coming of the Toledo
American association team the lat-
ter part of March for the spring
'work out.' The weather will not per-
mit of much work now, but the
ground will be ready when the team
arrives."
Mr. P. S. Sweetser. of the Padu-
cah Light and Power company, 'has
been made superintendent of the
light and power department. Mr.
Sweetser is an expert electrician. He
i will have a separate office at the
Iheadquarters.
As to the English, they are note
dutll, as we sometimes contend; they
ROCURE RICH LAND BY FRAUD
tailifornia Mineral Lands Are Locat-
ed as homestead Tracts.
San Francisco, Feb. 7— In a state-
ment given out last night Lewis E.
Aubery, state mineralogist, declares
that Immense tracts of rich mineral
lands in all parts of the state have
been gobbled up 'by fraud. Lands
rich In gold and copper have been
located as nonmiaeral 'and taken in
homestead tracts of 160 acres. He
says frauds have been discovered all
the way from Sisklyou county. to
Death Valley. Millions of dollars'. .
worth of the yellow metal have been
extracted from ties land. Most of
the land is worthless for farming
purposes.
Coaling Depot Afloat,
The Technkrat World Magazine for
January contains an account of a
novel method introduced by the Brit-
ish allintealty for coaling a warship
some distant* from land. The diffi-
culty experienced irr getting Weish
steam coal aboard, by the ordinary
methods, led to the change Under
the oaption,"A Coaling Depot Afloat,"
F. A Trueblood tans describes the
new system:
I The increased dimensions of war
s-oeseibs and' attendant coal capacity,
combined with tee growth of the nee-
readers the storage of large quan-
tities of coal: imperative, and tee
rapid charging of the vessel's bunkers
desirable to maintain efficiency. Stor-
age on quays presents many dead-
vantages, for net one> is much valu-
able space °coupled that could be
turned to much more profitable ac-
count but the task of discharging the
fuel therefrom to reseed"; is attended
with many difficulties, since the fa-
of handling are neeessee ily
somewhat limited.
order to overcome, If possible,
these disadventages, the British ad-
miralty recent)/ deckled to test a
-new type of floating coaling' depot
equipped with the latest facilities for
traneshipping emsl to war vesse4c. For
this purpose a contract was placed
with the Terniteely Tr.aineporter coin•
pane of Bishopegate street, 4sondon
for one of their patent depots with, a
ca pad t y of 1•2.411.0 tons.
It is posable to moor the depot at
any convenient spot in the bather.
thins leaving the metes tinoceattiel
for more valmeible work. Greater
storage cepecity within- a defined
Reece Is secured, while there is no
breakage in loading the teat.
The article gives In detail a very
interesting description. of the method.
FOR SALE. I
Five-room trams cottage on fame,
'rhird street, porch, hall, wetter in
yard and In house, flatten, fruit tree*,
titsi-liollSien, All In good conditkm, im-
proved ito foot alley. lot 53x163-0.
Clear title guaranteed. Terms ar-
ranged. H. 0', Hollins, Real Estate,
Truebeart Bldg. Telephone 127,
"How is your time ooritpled.?" ask-
ed the Prison mistakes/try. el have
none, maidam " pciiiitedy anewered No,
41144 "Time in MS Inahlttition
belongs to the ettete.**--Philiedelpetta
Ledger,
Subscritte for The fats. ._•
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THE GALA WEEK AT
MEN gill BOY S oulmTtRS
3°,a BROADWAY
PADUCAH ,
Established 1868
Special Sales Every Day From
9 to 10 a. rn.
and from
3 to   4 p. m.
For One Hour Only
OUR Special Sales continue to grow inmagnitude. This morning from 9
to 10 o'clock in the Hat Department it
was $3, $4 and $5 Imperial, Ludlow, Stet-
son and Knox hats for $1.65--think of it.
This afternoon from 3 to 4 o'clock, in the
Children's Department it was 25c, 50c,
75c and $1 caps for 19c.
Notice the exceptional bargains of-
fered below, and take our advice and
WATCH FOR TOMORROW'S AD.
Specials for Friday
_a
Handkerchiefs and Collars
Choice of 20 dozen Fancy Mercerized Handkerchiefs that
formerly sold at 25c and 50c, from 9 to 10 o'clock Friday
7cmorning, not more than five handkerchiefs to acustomer, for 
Choice of all broken hues of Arrow Brand Collars, from (I
to 10 o'clock Friday morning, not more than five 021 Ark
‘1.to a customer, for 
no sales at this price after 10 o'clock.
IN THE BOYS' SHOP---11
Knee Pants
Choice of our entire line of Knee Pants Friday
afternoon from 3 to 4 o'clock, for obe hour only—
not more than one of a size to each customer—for
HALF' PRICE
50c Pants for... ..... 25C 11.00 Pants for— 50C
75c Pants for........ 38C 11.50 Pants for .....75c
Positively no sales at this price after
4 o'clock.
WE decided to continue the Green Tag Saleprices in all other departtnents for one week longer
Remember that you can have pick and choice of
any Fancy Suit or Overcoat in the house- ploth-
ing that sold up to 140.00,
$ 1 5.00for
1 000
The next line contains Suits and
Overcoats that sold up to $20, now . $
Snits and Overcoats that formerly sold
no to $12.50 are now 
 $5.00
These Prices Are Strictly Cash.
FOLLOW THE CROWD
CASEYTILLE BOOMING.
Has Convertible Theater and Skat-
ing Rink.
Mr. W. F. Desmond, of Cairo, Ill.,
is in Paducah today on busineereanu
brings tales of prosperity In Casey
III., which recall the mad rush for
nines to the Klondike several years
ago. He is running an "opera house"
there and making money "hand over
fist." He tells it this way: .
"I am enjoying a 'good thing' ili
Casey. You see Casey is about 3,500
strong, and the recent oil discovsr
les have set the people craze People
are. flocking Into the little town be
toe hundreds, and every hotel and
boarding house is taxed to its capac-
ity, I .took advantage of the rush
and opened a play house. I have a
harn,which also server asa !Wattle
rink,' and I catch them 'hots ways—
coming and going if I can get a
shop in I, remove my chairs from the
Stage to the barn floor and the hods,
is Ailed every night I otter ea *Mae.
Hon. Wnen no plays are ho.okee I
have a skating rink, and this is pay-
ing wonderfully. I simply move the
chairs onto the stage and some times
they skate all night in my converti-
ble rink."
Desmond is a baseball fan. He is
one of toe strongest "rooters" in the
Egyptian city, and talked a liftle
baseball while here. He did not feeent
inclined to think that the Kitty
league still has ,a few lives left. Cai-
ro sports are silent on the subject,
but would like to have baseball.
—We have • ready buyer for a
Week residence of not more than
eight moms nor lees than live, situat-
ed convenient to businew portion of
city and fully equipped with modern
_conveniences'. ()ail tetephone • 12'7
and give full description. II. C. Hot-
line, Trueheart Buildlea.
—Wedding Invitations, announce
meats ane, every character of ere
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Bun.
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 'few Vovert Voats
.1aek or Yait 
$5.00 to $14.50
gudtb 9hillips t
'few :tingerie or Mk Waists
'few Milks and ,few2rlaterials
Yor Jpring.
-For Di. Poselley ring 416.
-Drink Viiedere the - master
brew.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 40034
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Tonight Central, • Leber Union
wiLl instell officers recently elected
for the ensuing year.
-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, files
and tills the oredr at appointed time.
Palmer Transfer Co.
--Mrs. A. A. Beesley will remove
her millinery store from White &
Sirk's to Sanderson 's Book store, 4-28
Broadway.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tne Sun office. No attention
will be paid to etch orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the , Paducan
beer.
--Mrs. George C. C. Kolb, who was
actedentelly shot nix weeks ago by
her husband, who mistook her for a
burglar, is able to sit up and is eon-
sidered eompaetely out of danger.
-bet your meals at Whitehead's
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
days. Nice, polite service guaean-
teed.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
▪ duct. Remember that,
-H.. A. Ceases, a leather worker.
vrie; thrown to the round at Fourth
and Clerk streets yesterday after-
noon voh4le preparing Ito alight from
a car and was painfully bruised.. The
injuries were dressed by Dr. R. A.
Wash.btrrn. Uh4es lives at 825 South
Fourth street.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at preen much lower than
you pay elsewhere.
-The state liquor license of Fi-
nis B. Cartwright was transferred to
1041 Kentucky avenue, across the
street from his burned saloon.
-You know yonr calling cards
are correct when they come from The
Sun. &tile cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, the Old English $3.
--The case of essault and battery
against Hot Billingsley, accused of
striking Marvin Polk with a poker,
was continued yesteraay by Magis-
trate C. W. Emery until Saturday be-
cause witnesses were absent.
-Globe Warnecke tiling oases and
all supplies for them, also the best
line of oarbons. A full line of blank
books and ail kinds estasffice supplies.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Chements & 0o.
The 'Hite society of the First
Baptist enure/ will meet Friday af-
ternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. J. P
Thompson, 415 Washington street.
-We have Slug Shot that will de-
stroy all inzects on plants; and Plant
Food that will make plants grow
Brunson, b29 Broadway.
Fire companies N. land 4 were
ceibed to the residence of Fred, An-
derson, nzo, Washington street. at 7
o'clock this; morning. The roof was
ablaze, the fire originating from a
defective flue.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
fine painting of every character, in-
stele work and carriage painting and
repal.ring. Phone 401
--The Ramsey society of the
Broadway M. E. church will have a
called meeting Friday afternoon at
3 o'clock at the churn. All members
are urged to be present.
• -Dr. V. Blythe hes moved from
Fraternity building to S25 Broadway
hext to Register building. ()Moe
phones 870, residence 172.
-Upright pianos • from $150 to
$100, to reduce' our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offer*. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
With the first proposal a girl
convinced that she Will need a large
bank book In which to keep the rec-
ord of her offers.
_
Circuit Court.
F. G. Rudolph, successor to C. ei.
Pace, administrator of H. B. Carper,
against R. R. Wood, Attorney
• 011iver allowed a fee of $6.7.50.
J. B. F. Briggs against Fletcher &
Foreman, Attorneys Wheeler, Hughes
& Berry filed Inotkon for a lien on
funds in the court's hands, to insure
collection of a $e0 fee. They repre-
sented the p4aintiff.
Sam Given against C. E.• Gridley is
pending before Special Judge T.
Creels
Suits Filed.
Jack Thomas Sykes has entered
suit against the Paducah Home Tele-
phone company for $5,4)00 damages
for personal injuries. The plaintiff
states that he was employed Febru-
ary 29, 19.46, as "trouble man" and
*lent up a telegraph pole to repair a
connection. Whele 38 feet above the
ground hiswire clippers caught on a
live wire and in tiling to undo them
he was shocked by 1,100 volts and
knocked from the pole. Three of
his ribs were brOken, and internal
injuries inflicted. He state that he
had to give up this vocation because
of the injury.
Urge Early Hearing.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
is preparing the transcript of the ex
parte suit' filed to 'test. the -charier
amendment fixing the minimum po-
lice force in cities of the second class
at 30 and will next week go to
Frankfort and secure a special order
to advanee the case on the docket of
the appellate court. Ordinarily the
case would not come up before April,
but it Is the desire to settle the ques-
tion as quickly as possible. Circuit
Judge W. M. Reed deckled the
amendment not an infringement on
toe city's rights of self-government.
er.
Marriage License.
Percy Brashell to Minnie Wheel-
Goidenstrahl (to his friend Son-
nenschem, %)e has somewhat out-
stayed his vielcOmel-Don't you
think your wife and children will be
waiting to see you, old man?
Sonnenschem- Happy thought!
I'll write at once and tell them all to
come over. Thanks awfully. -Flirts
ende Blatter.
-We lieve been requested by a
client to buy a brick residence of five
or six rooms in any respertable part
of city. Call to, by telepl • 127,
giving full and complete description,
naming price and fertile H. C. Hol-
lins, ilea! Estate and Rentals, True-
heart Bldg.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
in Honor of ThIrteeuitli Wedding
Anniversary.
' and Mrs. J. H. SnYffer-enter-
tained delightfully Wednesday after-
noon in honor of their thirteenth
wedding anniversary. Mrs. J. H.
Snyder entertained the Ladles Auxil-
iary of the Knights of Columbus in
the afteir neon, progressive euchre
being the feature of the evening, af-
ter which a delightfui luncheon was
served. In the evening Miss Chris-
tina Miller, a setter to Mrs. J. H.
Snyder, entertained her younger
friends at cards a-nd dancing was also
enjoyed. The house was a beautiful
affair decorated in ferns and out
flowers carrying out the scheme of
red and greed). Master Charles Henry
Snyder, Jr., played the closing maech
on the violin.
Song and Story Recitals at High
School.
Louis 'Spencer Daniels, of Lebanon,
Tenn., wilt appear in song and story
recital this afternoon at 4:30 o'clock
and tonight at 8 o'clock at the High
school auditorium on West Broad-
way, for the benefit of the }Sigh
school -library.. Mr. Daniels has been
in Paducah on. other occasions and
is especially clever in his recitals.
Entre Nous Club.
Miss Lillie Mae Winstead, of 625
Washington street, is the hoetees of
the Entre Nous club this afternoon
at her home.
Carps, Dhim Club.
The Misses Pieper, of Rowland-
town wilt entertain the Carpe Diem
club this evening at their home.
Handsome Card Party at Palmer.
Mrs. Hughes McKniget and Miss
Sarah -Sanders entertained with a
charmingly-appointed card party on
Wednesday afternoon at the Palmer
House, in honol• of their guest, Mrs.
William D. Sanders, of Columbus,
Miss. The twenty-two tables were
arranged in the big dining room of
toe Palmer and the scene was a very
brilliant one. Miss Belle Cave and
Miss Kate Crembaugh punched the
games.
The first prize, a hand-painted
chop dish, was won by Mrs. Wheeler
Campbell in a cut with Mrs. Wynne
Tully. The lone hand prize, a hand-
painted plate, was taken by Miss
Clara Park. Mrs. S. C. Green, of
Henderson, captured the visitor's
a..pretty lunch cloth. The
guest of honor prize was a hani-
some brass candlestick. A beautiful
3-course luncheon was served after
the game, and an orchestra played
throughout the luncheon.
Owing to sudden illness from
grippe, Mrs. Sanders, the guest ox
honor, was unable to be present dur-
ing the afternoon, which was eshad-
ow on the pleasure of the occasion.
The guests were:
Mrs. R. H. Robinson. Mrs. Lela Lew-
is, Mrs. Charles Thompson, Mrs.
Elizabeth Teesdale, Mrs. L. A. Wash-
ington, Mrs. Dan L. Van Culin, Mrs.
Henry Rudy, Mrs. Saunders Fowler,
Mrs. A. R. Meyers, Mrs. Armour
Gardner, Mrs. Henry Gracey, of
Princeton: Mrs. S. ill. Green, of Hen-
lerson: Mrs. Eli l'Zone, Mrs. Henry
Thompson, Mrs. Frank Boyd, Mrs.
Twin Keller, Mrs. Bertie Campbell,
Mrs. W. B. McPherson, Mrs. Harris
Rankin, Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs. R.
G. Terrell, Mrs R. D. MacMillen,
Mrs. George Thompson, Mrs. Harry
McElwee, Mrs. Fred McElwee, Mrs.
Wm. Marble. Mrs. George B. Hart.
Mrs. Allen ̀ Asbcraft, Mrs. Clarence
Sherrill, Mrs. Wheeler Campbell.
Mrs. C. C. Warren, Mrs. Harry Hin-
kle. Mrs. Wynne Tully, Mrs. Robert
Reeves, Mrs. Edson Hart, Mrs. Al-
bert Foster, Mrs. James Campbell,
Jr., Mrs. J. M. Worten, Mrs. Mary
Now, Whal Do YouWant?
If you want what you want
When you went what you want.
You want to be never found wanting in sense.
Lot th• world know your w•nti
If it's got what you want,
You'll 1••,wanting no longer, and therefore and hence
You are wanting somewhere if you want • thing bad
And won't want your paper to print • WANT AD,
Rieke, Mrs. John Scott, Art. L. S.Inight from Tenaessee, where he
°leaves, Mrs. Ben Weill. Mrs. Mu- placedhis son, Samuel, in 134414buckle
ton Cope, Mrs. I. D. Wilcox, Mrs.icelege•
Hal Corbett. Mrs. Will Gilbert; I Mrs. H. P. Jones, of Nashville, tar-
Misses Nell' Paxton, Sadie Paxton,i rived yesterday to live with her eon.
Lillie Mae McGlathery, Margaret 'Mr. H. W. Jones, at the Garner rest-
Park, Clara Park, May Owen, Jean-:disnal Ptah Street end Kentucky
nette Campbell Mary leotwelh Ethel arlifilmSik * -
Brooks, Margie--- -Granibaugh, Ester Mrs. Wr-B. Mtrits 4. vIsitlnW ther
Crumbaugh, Elizabeth Sinnott, Belle sister, Are. Marc Antony, eit Leer:1g-
Cave, Lillie Mae Winstead, Corinne ism. KY.
Winstead, Mildred Terrell, Mabel' Mrs. C. J. Balloee, who has been
sick for the past tee weeks at the
home of her father, Mr. P. J. Owen,
is much better and expects to return
home soon,
McNichols, Clara Thompson, Minnie
Ratcliffe Mary Scott, Nell Holland,
Marjorie Bagby, Sue Thompson,
Aline Bagby, Frances Terrell, Letitia
Powell, Mabel Hart, of Henderson: Mr. Charles Reed left today at
Mary K. Sowell, Canine Sowell,Anna uoon for Franlrfort, accompanying
May Yeiser, Kathleen Wbitelield, little Miss Elizabeth Reed Tandy,
Birdie Woolfolk. who has been visiting her cousin,
Mrs. Edmund P. Noble, on %Vaet
Broadway since Oterietmas and whose
father, Mr. Harry Tandy, 'is ill at his
home in Frankfort.
Miss Lena Hall has returned home
from a visit to her sister, Mrs. Reece
Fetter, of Benton.
Mrs. Franle George. of Austin,
Texas, passed through the city Tues-
day en route to Paducah to visit her
husband's mother, who Is
heti Messenger.
Mr. Ed Russell is TM -at his home,
loas Jones street.
Mrs. C. Is. McCann and daugater,
Miss Marietta Taylor, of Cairo, Ill .
who have been visiting their cousin,
Mrs. Harr- Sulver, will eturn home
tonight.
Contractor F. W. Katterjohn went
to Princeton this morning on busi-
ness.
Messrs. R. B. Pugh, J. R. and E.
S. McAlester, I. D. Wills, J. S. Per-
kins and W. P. Gardner, of the local
office of the National Life and Acci-
dent Insurance company will go to
Nashville tomorrow to attend the an-
nual -banquet tendered agents and
workers by the officers of the com-
pany.
Mr. Oecar Hank returned from
Mayfield this morning.
Mrs. J. R. Puryear went to St.
Louis this morning to visit her sis-
ter, Mrs. William R. Purcell'.
Puryear accompanied her as far as
Cairo.
'Mrs. C. L. Van Meter and daugh-
ter, Miss 'Helen, have returned from
Circleville, O., after visiting Mrs. Van
Meter's father.
Mrs. Nitrite(' E. Cochran, of Louis-
ville, is visiting her son, Mr. Wdeliana
E. Cochran.
mr, and Mrs. Owen Stevens. of
the Mayfield road, are the parents of
a new, baby born today.
Dr. Will Owen has recovered front
an attack of grip.
Mr. Owen Tulley, organist at the
Gram Episcopal church, is sick with
the grip at his home on Jefferson
street,
Col. W. 11. Patterson is eiek at his
home on Jefferson street.
Miss Pearine .Shemwell, of 274
Clements street, is Li of the grip.
Delightful Valentine Card Party.
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Dunant enter-
tained a number of their friends with
a ',Jetty valentine cinch '14 rt y last
evening at theic.hetne oni Adams
street. The house was attractively
decorated in comic. valentines. The
dining room was an effective arrange-
ment in the red heart valentinee,'and
the red color motif was carried out
in the elaborate four-couree trunch-
eon. The first prize for the ladies
was captured by Miss Flora Glauber.
and the men's prize by Mr. John Dip-
pie. The booby prizes went to Miss
Flora Pettit and Mr. F, N. Gardner.
The guests were: Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
Starks, 'Mr. and Mrs. George Katter-
Sohn, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fisher,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J, Jeffrey, 'Mr.
and 'Mrs. John DiPPle, Mr. and Mrs.
F. N. Gardner. Mr. and Mrs. C.
Sharer, Mr. and, Mrs. William J. Rye,
Miss Flora Pettit, Miss Flora ,Glau-
ber, 'Miss Emma Morgan.
Enjoyable Flinch Party,
Flossie Like entertained a
few of her friends last night with a
very enjoyable flinch party at her
home on South Sixth street. Mr. T
E. Rudolph acted as chaperone
Those present were: Misses Lucy
Gholson, MA rnye Etroyles, Mary Ghol-
son, Floosie Like, Ruby Rudolph;
Mesre. Stahl Oholson, Fred Bahr and
Glenn Walters.
Magazine Club.
Miss Kathleen Weitefleld is -hostess
to the Magazine club this afternoon
at her home. Kentucky avenue and
Seventh street.
To Entertain This Erening.
-Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Dunant, of
Adams street, wit) entertain this eve-
ning at their home the employes of
the F. tM, Kirby store, of which Mr.
Dunant is the manager.
Delphic - Chita Open "Meettng.
Toe Delphic club will have it
mid-winter open meeting this even-
ing in the assembly rooms of the
Carnegie ;ibrary. The rooms are ef-
feceivele decorated in the Spanish
colors red and yellow, .and the re-
freshments will emphasize hie same
color motif. Thla is In compliment to
the work for the year having been
in Spanish literature, history and
art. The attractive program will
nave Spanish features, also. It is an
invitation affair each member being
permitted two guests. The program
is:
1. Welcome address, Mrs. Mildred
Fowler Davis.
2. Violin quartette, (al La Gio-
cenda, (b) La Pelona. Miss White-
field and Betsey, Messrs. Grogan and
3. ..The Moorish invasion of Spain,
Mrs. Louis M. Rieke.
4. Serenade from the Spanish
Student, with mandolin and guitar
accompaniment, Miss Julia Scott,
Mesers. Edward and Robert Scott.
5. Readeig from "The Spanish
Gypsy." Miss Anna Webb,
4. Spanish Song, Senor Manuel
Sanehez-Marmol.
'Mrs. John W. Fitzhugh. of Jack-
son, Miss., has returned home after
yielding her parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. W, T. Bolling. Her sister, Miss
Mary Bolting, accompanied her.
Mr. and Mts. Luke Russell yester-
: left for New Orkene and Cuba.
They CM be gone several' weeks.
Mrs. Ohares James, of Evan V tlie,
has returned home after visiting her
mother, MM. D. L Sanders.
Mr. 'Edward Brinighuret and wife
arrived in Cuba yoeterday on- ttre:r
wedding trip.
Mrs, William Brown, of 'Mayfield,
Is visilting the family of Mr. C. L.
Brown,
Miss Poly Durrett Wee gone to Cairo
for a visit.
Wed Elizabeth Parker, of Murray,
is visiting 'Mrs. C. L. Acres.
Miss Mary Emma Bolds. of Union-
Iowa, is visiting friends and rela-
tives in the city
I. Blisecui went to Perin-
tah Wednesday to vied her -brother,
Ifid Carter. whose child is dangerous-
ly 111.-Mayneld Messenger
Capt. Oscar F. Barrett, of Cincin-
nati, Is In the city.
Mr. Sydney Loeb will leave next
Sunday for Oklahoma, where be wilt
POLICEMEN SUFFER.
Sudden' Change Affects Patrolmen on
Beats.
An epidemic' of Illness from the
sudden change seems to have been
brought on policemen, and even the
commissioners were not fortunate
enough to escape. Tnis afternoon
Commissioner Mann Clark was out
for the first time this week, after a
severe attack of the grip. Patrolmen
Dick Wood, Ernest Hill William
Rogers and Courtnsy Lang have just
gone to work again after a brief ill-
ness of severe colds and today Pa-
trolman John Hessian is threatened
with pneumonia. Patrolman Aaron
}Juries- is also ill, and unable to be
at work.
The Chinese Farmer,
Harry h. Paddock, United States
consul at Amoy, China, writes: '"Ilhe
Chinese farmer is up before day-
break and at work in his Nitwits, fields
--fields whose productivity has been
exhausted except under high fertilis-
ation. He returns to his little ehanty
after nightfall'. To the view of the
foreigner he neves- rests, and for this
never ending tabor he raises a crop
of rice or corn that dues not support
his family for the year. His clothing
consists of a loin cloth in slimmer
and a coarse cotton suit in the win-
ter. Farmers, ?Ike all laborers and
artisans of China, work hard to live.
haborere earn It to 20 cents a day:
masons, 13 cents; artisans, lo to 20
cents; clerks, 40 to 30 cents."
"How is Bilkin's baby boy getting
along?"
"Fine. I was up there yesterday,
and was surprised to learn that he Is
beginning to talk."
"Does he pronounce his wor,ls
plainly?"
"Not very. They sound like a rail-
road brakeman calling out stations."
-Milwaukee Sentinel.
Kee (out boalting by nmontight
and not ellovei)---Destrest, I could wit
like chit. and 'look into your beautiful
be married Februar 14, a eyes forever." Hpitt man ' 8 WIN" from.
Mr. H. C Merritt, the Grittier men behind-My (florae is only. a +liaise
is home from sweet Tenneesee. beer. wir.--Itotortieeif,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Wakcin yester-
day went to St. Nottla alai from there Great actors maid be bortiand not
will go to Okerihoriva and TIM& made: but yon can't convince the
Dr, Sarnuoi Winstead reterned haat press agent of this.
PAGE FIVE.
A PILE OF SILVER
4
Forks that were $2.50
Now $1
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $01
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1
U Must B Quick
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO
The "Help Wanted" ads. are "eour
age-makers" for all who are out of
work.
All uf toe people in this city who
are thinking of buying homes of
their own are regular readers of the
real estate advertisements.
The merchant who advertises reg-
ularly and liberally pays a compli-
ment to the reader. The- merchant
who thinks Other (lungs-almost all
other things-of more importance
than his advertising doea_ not  pay a
compliment to the reader, nor take
much trouble to secure his patron-
age.
IA' A NTED-Ex perienced• woman- to
cook and assist - dh house wosk.
Small- (entry, good wages. Refer-
ence required-. 1442 Broadway.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
HORSE for sale, bargain. George
Skelton, 817 South Fifth.
WANTED-Position as nurse or
house girl. Ring old Phone 80.
FOR Heating and StovireciOd ring
437 F. Lerin.
ROOM and board. 40,8 Wes&Ington.
Old phone 250-3.
CLOTHES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 954-a.
OVEE.STREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 975.
--TURNISHED ROOM for rent. Ap-
ply 509 Washington
STENOGRAPHER haring five
years' experience atithes position. Old
phone 2716.
WANTED--Boar(Wre to occupy
front roora. 72.6 Jefferson. Phone
1)45.
family. Good' wages.
Kentacky avenue.
- SEND sour clothesto the Fatitt-
h.* Pressing club, 30214 Flreadway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Bets
phones .1507.
WANTED-A rook for a BMW
Apply 62.0
FOR SAVE-Lot oat Salem avenu?
80x114. Price $000, H. C. Hollins,
Real Eatate and General Insurance.
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
WANTED-Woman of experience
to cook and assist with holey work
Good wages, small family. Meat
have references. Old phone 2355.
MRS. A. A. BAT.SLEY will remove
her miSenery store from White &
Sink's to flandereon's Book store, 128
Broadway.
WANTED--White woman to look
after cnildren and ambit In general
house-keeping. Good wages. Refer-
ence required. Old phone 867.
Ii KEY itiot in Ina three
ken, pn South Sixth or Broad
near these streets. Finder pleame
return to Sun 4.11144-end be. rewarded.
- Severshead ed. urn bre-eta,
with initial H on handle On South
Fifth (treat near it', C. & St. L. de-
pot. Reward Dr. Blythe, 8.2-5 Broad--
**Y.
fiCA RENT-- Two-story aro mow
»Menem on Jefferson greet on
Street clar'ltne, half block from Foun-
tain avenue. Apply W. D. Greer or
C. E. Jennings.
FOR RENT-One furnished room,
918 Monroe.
LOST-Envelope containing bond
from Charne)lin k Murray to Mrs. S.
J. Tubbs. Feeler return to this of-
fice and receive reward.
FOR SALE--Beautiful farm of 35
acres close to city and in high classed
suburban neighborhood. $ 3, 54SO . H.
C. Helaine, Real Estate and General
Insurance, Trueherart Bldg. Tele-
phone 127.
FOR SALE First-class brick store
of two stories with small cottage in
rear, situated Fifth and Jones. Price
$3,75.0 with satisfactory terms. H. C.
Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone
127.
FOR SALE-Four room cottage on
West Harrison street, situated on lot
Sex16,5 to 16 foot alley, with stable
and other out houses. $1,300 with
terms. H. C. Hollins. Real Estate
and General Insurance. Trueheart
Bldg. Telephone 127.
-WANTED-For U. S. Army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35: citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to recruiting officer, New Ride.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
_
FOR SALE-Five-room cottage on
Trimble street, ten blocks from river,
situated on lot 48x105 and amply
provided with out buildings, bath and
other conveniences. Price $2.000
with term's. II. C. Hollins, Real Es-
tate and General Insurance. True-
heart Bldg. Telephone 127,
FOR SA1.4E-Neat little boxed and
weatherboarded house of two rooms
on Hampton avenue, betwesn 12th
and 13th streets on let 40x120. An
additional room can easily be put to
this house and made into cottage.
City water, out buildings and conven-
iently situated near ca:' line Price
$54:00 cash. H. C. Hollins, Trueseasr
building, telephone 127.
FOR SALE-Eight -room residence
three blocks from Broadway on Smith
Third street, situeted on lot ':7x1 73,
fronting bricked street and concrete
sidewalk. Excellent location for fiat.
Prke $3,500, one-third cash, balance
easY payments. H. C. Hollins. Real
Estate, Rental' and General Insur-
ance. Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
- - --
FOR .4ZIALE--ResIdence of five
rooms and hall cu Clay' street, twelve
blocks from river located on lot 5ox
165 to private alley. having shade
tress, stable and other necessary out.
buildings. Price $1,540. Terms ar-
ranged. H. C. Hoiline Real Estate
and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg. Tele-
phone 127,
FOR SAL•E-Besatiftil-icibilitan
home of 62 acres within five Minutes'
drive of McMinnville, 'rean The
farm has a cottage of three rooms
and hail, stable, granary, cellar, well.
barn and 1,400 fruit trees of various
kinds_ Price 81.550. H. C. lioUins.
Real F.atate and General Insurance.
Trueheart Bldg. TolePhone 127.
SALAS.-Five-room ssklsáis
just beyond city limits, In high clam-
ed neightmrheod, four acres of
ground and amply provided with out
bitiktinge, wells and, other Improve-
mentos li,5014 cash. H. C, Hothins,
Real Estate and General Insurance.
Trneheart Bldg. Telephone 111,
fiehoseribe for The Sen. •
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Woman'fl Watchword
Is Modesty.
Whatever threatens woman's delicate sense of modesty, frightens her.For this reason many a woman permits disease of the delicate womanlyorgans to become aggravated because she cannot bring heraeli to submitto the ordeal of unpleasant questionings, offensive examinations, and.obnoxious local treatments, which most physicians think necessary.Doubtless thousands of the women who have taken advantage of Dr.
Pierce's offer ofires_consultation by letter have been led to do so by theescape thus offered from a treatment repugnant to modesty.
Any sick woman may write to Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., in perfect
confidence; all letters of consultationbeing treated as strictly private andsacredly confidential, and ell answersbeing sent in plain envelopes with noadvertising or other printing upon them.Such consultation costa you nothingwhether you take treatment from Dr.Pierce or not.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription hasbeen long hailed as a "God-send to'women." It makes week women strongand sick women well. It enables wom-en suffering from "female weaknem,"prolapsus uteri retroyersion, antever-sion, and other displacements of theorgans distinctly feminine, to curethemselves right in the privacy of theirhomes. Pelvic catarrhal drains, painfulor irregular periods, backache, frequentheadaches, week nerves, dragging-downpain or distress in the lower abdominal,or pelvic, region, gnawing sensation instomach, dizzinteeseor faint spells, and
kindred conditions, and symptoms arecured by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-tion. It is not a secret or patent medi-cine, against the use of which mostpeople of intelligence natu-aliv object,but is, in fact, the "Favoree Prescrip-tion" of a regularly educat al and ex-perienced physician in the treatmentof woman' peculiar ailments and whoIs not afraid to publish all its ingredi-
ents, as he does, on its bottle-wrapper,
attesting the correctness of the sameunder teeth.
/.gyoriv Preece. .. '1.1,1gke_a_the sseesmedicine for .emempes delicate ailmentsesnieh contain,. neteher _lace-nor- tux
habinternungtrugs, being apure giyeenc extract on curative prin-ciples found in our most valuable native,
medicinal roots, as attested by many ofthe most eminent medical writers andteachers of all the several schools of
practice.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription isa scientific medicine, carefully devisedbran experienced and skittle( physician,
and adapted to woman's delicate system.
It is made of native American medicinalroots and is perfectly harmless in itseffects in any condition of the femalesystem.
As a powerful invigorating tonic "Fa-vorite Prescription" imparts strength tothe whole syntem and to the organsdistinctly feminine in particular. Forover-v.•orked, "worn-otin" run-down,"debilitated teachers, milliners, dress-makers, seamstresses, "shop-girls,"house-keepers, nursing mothers, andfeeble women generally, Dr. Pierce'sFavorite Preecnption is the greatestearthly boon, being unequaled as anappetizing cordial and restorative
As a soothing and strengthening ner- 1vine "Favorite Prescription" is unequal-.
ed and is invaluable in allaying andsubduing nervous excitability, irritabil-
ity, nervous exhaustion, nervous pros-
tration, neuralgia, byeteriaespasms, St.
Vitus's dance, and other distressing,
nervous symptoms commonly attendant
upon functional and organic disease of
the uterus. It induces refreshing sleep
and relieves mental anxiety and des-
pondency.
Yon can't afford to accept a secretnostrum as a substitute for this PROVER
REMEDY OF KNOWN COMPOSITION.
"The Blood la The Life."
Science has never gone beyond the
above eiinple statement of scripture.
But it 'has illuminated that statementand given it a meaning over broadeningwith the increasing breadth of knowl-
edge. When the blood is "bad" or itn-pnre it is not alone the body whichsuffers through disease. The brain isalso clouded, the mind and judgementare effected, and many an evil deed orimpure thought may he directly traced
to the impurity of the blood. Foul,Impure blood can be made pure by theuse of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery. It enriches and purifies theblood thereby curing, pimples, blotches,eruptions ana other cutaneous affections,as eczema, letter, or salt-rheum, hivesand other manifestations of impureblood.
s 0 in •
In the cure of ecrofulons swellinp,enlarged glands, open eating ulcers, orold sores, the "Golden Medical 1)1PC-ev-
ery" has performed the most marvelouscures. In cases of old bores, or openeating ulcers, it is well to apply to theopen sores Dr. Pierce's All-HealingSalve, which possesses wonderful heal-ing potency when used as an applicationto the sores in conjunction with the useof "Golden e cal Discovery" as ablood c ansi constitutional treatment.If your drug ist don't happen to havethe "A -Hea ing Salve" in stock, you
can ea ly p • ure it by inciosing fifty-four c is in ostage stamps to Dr. R.V. Pi e,663 ain St., Buffalo, N Y.and e to you by return post:MG uggists keep it as well as the"G n Medical Discovery."
litOnelne
You can't afford to _Begepe 
n 6 III LI. jl,,
i • • _111 en • . . 
! C1 as a meelecine Or IFIcalai ectip
pailtieetie haying a coMplete list ofingredients in plain English on its
bottle-wrapper, the same being attestedas correct under oath.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets invigor-
ate the stomach, liver and bowels. Oneto three a dose. Easy to take as candy.
ealleteseeefteemeeesseseeelis $6,500 per year.
i Jimmy Collins is temporarily in'disfavor at Boston, but he can afford
to be Indifferent to what .the mag-
nates feel toward nine for tn the flee
years he has managed and captained
the Beaneaters he has saved and made
through his investments something
like $80,000.
HIGH SALARIES.
Limit Salaries.
President—Ban Johnson, of Amer-
ken League, $15,000.
Payer—Larry Lajole, of Cleveland
American League Club, $7,000.
Manager—Muggsy McGraw. of New
York National League Club.$10,000.
Pitcher—Christy Mathewson of
New York National League Clue,
$6,000.
Baseball is feeling that upward ten-
deney in salaries now manifest in all
lines of activity. it is a miserably
paid big leaguer who now draws less
than $2,000, and one or two men are
paid over three-times that amount.
At the top of the heap comes Ban
Johnson, President of the -American
League, who gets $15.000, the biggest
yearly stipend ever earned as ealate
by anybody Connected with the nation
al sport. harry Pulliam,. chief mogul
'et the National League. has to worrt
along on $5.000 less.
Only a few years ago Napoleon La-
joie drove a hick in Winsocket R. I.
Now he gets $7.0_00 a year.
Hans Wagner's mighty muscular
equipment ought to make him worth
a couple of dollars a day as a laborer
—it is no unkindness to say that Halts
could hardie expect to be a hank pres-
ident—but as a ball easier his income
.1188Ignites—
Matheraon. Donlin, George Stone.
Istimley and Frank Cnance al: go
above the $5,000 marts.
These men not only represent big
earning capacities to themselves, but
they are also valuable assets to the
clubs to'wtich they belong.
The huge salaries that ,it is nays
possible to pay show the liberal sup-
port baseball is getting from the pub-
lic. The thousands come from the
quarters and half dollars of the com-
mon people woo love the game.—
Louisville Post.
Now thee the raccoon skin is impu-
lse- for automobile garments there is
a greater Incentive teen ever to hunt
the festive animal, welch is indigen-
ous to nearly an parts of the country
within a stone's throw of Greater
New York. In fact, fine coops heve
been treed and caught, a score a
niefiet, by people who know the way
to go about it.
We probably have no idea how
much amusement we afford others.
104 cannot say your home is
modern arid comfortable if your
bathroom fixtures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your home healthy and comfortable.
llemereeplumbing fixtures are the mod durable
and ssnrtary fixtures made. We handle this lise
arid add our own guarantee to the manufactures.
,•,,,thine skilled. experienced labor with res.
canable price and proem service-
E. D. Hannan
BOTH PHON144 1101. 112 Stint!) Fourth.
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Cila.uber's Stable.
Ws aro ready for all kinds of !mulles.Tett PlIONE 499
FRANKS OFFSET
POSTAL DEFICIT
Washington in Six Mouths
Bent $2.285.427 Worth
Whole Amount of •ranked Stuff lu
leetted States is Veer Will
Equal $10,000,000.
PLAN'S Ti) CURB THE EXPENI4614.
Washingtou, Feb. 7.--12 the pcet-
°Mice department were given credit
for alii service it readers the govern-
ment .the deficit in the postal receipts
would be practically eliminated, ac-
cording to a report of the house com-
mittee on postoffeces and post -roade
on 'the poottoffice aippropriation
NV12101 Web submitted to the house to-
day.
Government departments and oth-
er government offices in Washington
reported that for a six naon•ths Period.
ending Deeember el, 1906, -postage
upon matter they sent through mans,
would have aggregrat.ed $2,285.427.
The tenntnittee estimate* that It is
fair to assume that $5,000,000 worth
of mail is carried for the government
annually from Washington without
credit to the PO-stelae* department,.
"Franks" Offset Deficit.
The deficit in the pestoffice depart-
ment for th • fiscal year of 19,0G was;
$10,516, 996, and the committee es-
timates the; wounl be entirety cover-
ed if it were possible to compute the
amount of mail "franked" by federal
(inlets in all Alerts of the courerY
In addition to the amount of free
' mail going out. of Washington.
1 The increases recommended in the
compensation to employee of the ser-
vice Including clerks and carriers In
'the city delivery offices, railway mall
clerks and rural free delivery car-
riers are practically as recommended
by First Assistant Postmaster Gen-
eral Hitchcock in h,is lam aurvual re-
port. These increases are urged by
the committee as being of unmecual
importance. The proposed Marquises
In salaries will aggregate meanly $9,-
000:0410' a year and are believed by
Hiteheock and Postmaster General
nneetelnou to be neceesary for Mel-
ds:me men.
Plan to Curb Expenses.
The report does not attempt to. ee-
timate the actuel amount of cut 'in
the pay to railroads for postal serv-
ice, but it is generally believed by
members of the committee that the
reduction wile aggregate $10eite0,000.
Recommendation is made for a
genera) weighing of all malt for a
period, of six months beginning July
1, 1907. and the committee racoon-
monde a general investigation of eel
Poetoffice matters by a committee of
three eenators and three repreaenta-
nye; with a view to making a rec-
ommendation for a reduction of the
deficit The total amount carried by
the bile is $209,4143,S0e.
FAY TEMPLETON -4120.000.
Secures Nice Chunk From P.state ef
Howell Osborn.
New York, Feb. 7.—Fay Temple-
ton tomes into $20,496 as the result
of the winding tip of the estate of
Howell Oeborn, according to the re-
port of James Yereenee, the apprais-
er appointed by the Surrogate Fitz-
gerald a year ago. This prohably
Wil 1 close the twelve years' litigation
over the want estate accumulated by
Chart-es J. Osborn, father of Bowen..
Fie died in Infte. leaving his estate
to his widow, Miriam Ckaborn, who
died In 189L
Howell Osborn had grown uP
enough to have developed- a wildness
which calmed tils mother much anx-
iety. and by her will- she left oely IQ
incpme of a trust fund, of $300,0890
to Howell, with a proviaion that at
hie death -the fund was to be distrib-
toed among his children, "provided
that he did not marry a dancer, a
.4neser or an actress."
'toward Osborn already had <levee-
oped a fondness for Fay Terupitetnn.
*the was then only a short time di-
vorced from "Billy'. West, minetrel4
to whom she was married In a Ken-
tucky town, her bride! outfit being
a tor nand faded stage gown.
SWEEPING 011ALLICNCIE.
Issued by Bill Squires, Now on Way
In This Country.
San Frage-taco Feb. 7.• --Accord-
ing to a cable reoelved today from
Austrailia, Bill Squire", the champion
begypyreight boxer of ekustrella. wU
leave there on the Mesmer 1/4'entura
for this cite accotripettled by Ws
backer. In his cable. he challenges
all the neavyweightia In America arid
says he wilt post his forfeit Amen tr-
avel. The- Vesture wIN arise. In
San Fcancleco about March 12.
OTHER LINES
ARIt USING 1.1100 CARS BELONG.
IM TO N.. C. & T. L.
Vice Preside& Smith Says Congiany
Oistid With Its Own Rolling
etock *imply Ilentand.
In discussing the matter from the
point of a railroad that has been
'freer from the car shortage inconven-
ience than perhaps any other line In
toe southeast, H. F. Smith, vice pres-
ident and traffic manager of the
Nashville, Chattanooga and St.Louis
railway has the following to say:
"It cannot be dented that the Nash
Ole, Chattanooga and St. Inonis rail-
way and its palrons are suffering se-
rious inconvenience if not material
loss owing to the company's inability
to furnish equipment at all points
and to all shippers with 'normal
promptness.
"This is not, because of lack of
ability on the part of the compant
to handle available equIpment,whe-
ther loaded or empty, but because- of
the fact, that the company has on
its rails approximately 1 000 less
cars than it owns, the major percent-
age of which is box cars, a class that
is at the present tithe In great de-
mand.
"Four connections of the Nash-
ville, Chattanooga and St. Louis rail-
was nave approximately 1,600 more
cars belonging to the Nashville,Chat-
tanolit and St. Louts railway on
their rails than the Nashville, Chat-
tannooga,and St.Louls railway oat of
said connections' cars on its rails.
Were the 1,700 cars available to the
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louie
railway in addition to the equipment
currently controlled by the Nashville,
Chattanooga and St. Louis railway
could by distributing these 1,600 ad-
ditional cars at the rate e 400 per
day clear up toe accumulating ton-
nage offerinn along its lines and con-
duct the tralec of its patrons in a
normal manner."
6440986606)0066SGSGOIGOSOGGO
ATOMATIC SALT-MINING.it
OGGEOGGSGOGIDEGGOOSOG•01.100
Sett is mined with human effort,
according to James Cooke Mills, who
has an interesting article In the Tech-
nical World Magazine for Jaunary.
In 'Ace"e'ity of 'Saginaw, there has
just been completed and put in oper-
ation the moat modern salt plant in
Amertea, (ghee advantage has been
taken of all new devices, machinery,
and methods of handling the product,
tending to economy In salt-making.
These factories, and that of utilizing
the waste steam from the Saginaw
Plate Glass Company, of which the
salt plant is an adjunct, have reduced
the cost of producing halt to a figure
auretrising to all salt experts. Auto-
matic machinery has so supplanted
labor in every process, that from the
rock salt•to the barrel loader in the
car for shipment, no hand has touch-
ed a crystal. Only the meter salt-
Salt is mined eilthout human effert,
maker, AV. I. 'Mason, a well-known
salt expert. and a few helpers, are re-
quired to watch the machinery and
keep it innpsrfect order.
Toe salt is pumped from the wells
in the form of brine, which Is pnrified
and then passed 'Into grainers here
it Is crystalized by steam heat. This
Is a most Interesting action. Watch-
ing the steaming surface of tne brine
a pellicle of salt forms, which soon
breaks and sinks down, to be follow-
ed by another, and the Crystalliza-
tion then proceeds rapidly.
It is this 'extreme rapidity of cryst-
(Lineation In the concrete granters
that has astonished the oldest Salt-
makers and .made glad the directors
of toe Plate Glass Company.
"No sueh fast eatt-maleng was ever
known before," said salt-maker Ma-
son. "It beats a:1, how the crystals
form on the bottom abd aittea of the
grainer I never saw anytning eke
It, and I have been making salt—and
good salt too -for twenty-five years."
In this It works anything that
saves manual labor or in any way
tends to reduce tne cost of making
melt Is hailed with delight by this
skilled mechaies and his aimistants,
Ills a fact that the estimated rapa-
city of each gralner, of 100 barrels
every 24 hours, Is being greatly ex-
ceeded, and more than 130 barrels
are being male.
Heine (at the erne& ittle,rtter's1--I
sa), do you know weer fhle man's shop
Is bung ael over with sacred pictures?
yen: tilsoft in for the
conventienee of his customers, f 41.110111
ChelY Inv cast on al; the mint* when
the ph eves them . —M egg ender! r
Blnetter.
Drink plenty of water, some of the
enterer varieties being preferable:
fleet- wrfrfeft -MI VS',
man May rentatn bacilli
CLUB PLANS FOR
IA KINDERGARTEN
Original Idea of Charity Club
to be Carried Out
Truant officer Probably Will lie Ern-
PItteed Sty Orgattleation to Pro.
tett Children.
PER3L1NENT ('RARITY WORE.
A free kindergarten and a truant
officer to compel childnen, who are
not forced to work, to attend schooe
are two pians the Charity depart-
ment of the Woman's chib hats in
view.
"The Charity clath hats -been greatly
encouraged by the attitude of the
citizens toward it," a member stated
this morning, "and while we have
never made public our plans we have
under imeideratIon a free kinder-
garien for poor children who are un-
able to go to school), We asked the
city for an increase in our appropria-
tion to enable the organization to
live through all seaeons, and we got
it. This 4150 per month the year
round augmented with private con-
tributions will serve to keep the de-
partment going continually, and we
will employ Secretary Jeip Toner by
the year Instead of for five months,
which has heretofore constituted the
season of mar work. Next year the
county win beep us. At least we
have this assurance. This year it was
impossible, on account dr the extra
expense of building the new poor
how's
"With the allowance from the coun
ty we wilt be enabled to care for the
city and county poor, and to employ
a teacher to instruct the kindergar-
ten, Pupils front both cite, and coun-
ty wilt be taken Into thee school."
"The Woman's club has planned to
employ a truant officer and pay for
his services out of the club's trees-
u4ry. The women a-re taking a great
Interest in educating the poor."
Heretofore the Charity club has
()imitated only during the winter. Its
wonderful success in caring for the
poor has saved the city a great deal.
Itnposters are discovered and the city
saved 'the expense of caring for
them.
Yeaterday's Meeting.,
Yeeerdey a meeting of' the (nub
was called, but on aceohnt of no quo-
rum being present nothing wan done.
A peen has been on foot to form a
Alit, each mentber to guarantee at
Mast two garments per year. In thin
way a sufficient ausply of clothing
may be had This matter is to -be
thorougirly discussed at the next
meeting.
FORTUNE FROM PENSION.
Veteran's Guardian Saves 11130,000
Prom Money.
Wabash, Ind., Feb. 7.--heaving a
fortune of $80,004, every' cent of
'which aceumtrietted froth a pension
of $50 a month4endielouely invested
by his guardian, Henry Wensier, died
today. Injuries In the civil war left
him simple minded but be supported
nimeelf until recently..
Government men sent here, stated
that this is the only fortune in the
nited Stakes developed from a pen-
sion alone Weneler's only child dis-
appeared and now several have claim-
ed -to be the chtlerett of -that sou.
One man in Ohio claims to be an
1-Health/tete child. These have filed
,their claims with te guardian and
ell fight to rthe estate.
CENTRAL FIGHTS TAX SUIT.
Claims Supreme Court Lacks Juris-
diction in case.
Seringneld, 111., Feb 7.--The Illi-
nois stimeme.court has taken up the
- case ii+od be Governor Deneen against
the lellgoie Central memos(' for an
accounting for bate( taxes. Attornets
ifor the company entered a motion to
'dismiss the rams for want of juriettee
• tie!), and -Attorney- General Steal
moved to tete obetettotts tir the mo-
tion. Tee came was continued for ten
days.
Found Body in Snow.
New York, Feb. 7. --Street clean-
ers clearing the snow from the side-
walk on Fifth avenue between Sev-
enty-fifth and Seventy-sixth streets
ttncorered the body of a young man
who apparently had committed sui-
cide during the storm last night.
There was s bullet wound in the tem-
ple, and by the man's side was a re-
volver with one chamber empty.
Deety----Weat makes you dein% she
,is stneh an awful gosst-r
Madge—be told tue4/1 4).3 things
. .twefoiSfilera-out,--Armart Set.-
THIUSDAV, FliltiR Atte7.
IMMINE.1 
NNOUNCEMENT
5.
We have closed a contract with
the Fairbanks Morse & Co. tor
the sale of their Marine and
Stationery Gasoline Engines,
and Nill gladly furnish prices
and full information on request.
E. Mitchell
326-328 South Third St.
Old Phone 481-a. New Phone 743=a
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
A gentea ft.ar
Travelers Insurance Co.
Blage.st and Oldeat-
Office Phones 369. Residence Phones 726
Campbell Building, Pr/ducal", Ky.
A Wing Shot.
There had been many: Epeakers.
the hour waxed late. people were
tired. and toe diners were one by
one quietly pushing back their chairs
and leaving the 'hall, when Mr.
Eller was called upon to respond to
a toast, says the Boston Herald
He arose and looked around the
large hale remarked that the present
circumstances reminded him of the
story told of a Methodist minister.
The revered gentleman was officiat-
itignA ,a strange parish. and when he
arose to deliver his sermon tae con-
gregation began stealing out one by
one. Stopping in the delivery of
a
text he remarked quietly:
"Well, I have been all my life a
traveling clergyman, but never be-
fore have I prnached to -a- traveling
congregation!"
Mr. Eider's palpable "hit" brought
down tne house and the migration
ceased until the close of his brilliant
remarks.
The well of edrs, phoebe feloonrffeld '
Toledo, gives her sister, Mrs. Frylier-
ger. $5,0e)s) on condition that she
dpee not return to Fryberger.-
The first ehoeblack appeared in
1750.
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES
A 
A
Near city, fertile; high, dry land, in best neighborhood,
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel Read. Has 4138
feet frontage on Buckner Lane Road, said road just
graveled in front of thls land. Has 757 feet front on
Hinkleville Gravel. Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
throulth the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkieville road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinklevilie road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and
monis running rite years.
terms. While these prices
desirability of lots and
and see plat and list men
balance in monthly or quarterly pee-
All other lots $65 acre on same
are uniform, there is differenee in
first customers get choice. Come
Who have taken dosen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fall to take this. On one lot is new
5-room house welch Is priced at $800 additional to cost of
land at $65 acre.
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997.r
4
Somehnw the average man dOetet. Feminine faith-curefeel teem, upon to i•nrry over the ateuender a let At Mundytoes of his nelehbor't motley. icompleeloe beautlfiefle.
Baldheaded men would be eatia-
Advocates tied If they could even wake gray
cia So-called hair grow where heti Tither, grew r),.
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Paralysis
eamPat be cured, but it CAN be pre.
vented. And all who are threatened
should quickly safeguard themselves
against this hopeless hail-death. Are
-th.cate_rIca"? the brocet
certain impuriti,-known as uric acid.
This impurity is frequently deposited
in the walls of thp blood vessels until
the arteries become brittle like chalk.
When the blood pressure becomes
high, these hardened arteries break,
and the blood rushes out over the
brain. This blood clots, and by
pressure. destroys the action of the
brain cells covered by the clot. This
results in paralysis. Fleshy, short,
thick-necked people are most liable,
because their blood usually contain*
more uric You must get rid of
that uric You must wash every
unnatural :rice out of your system.
T he agen t Nature has provided for this
vety purr.-e•ee is LIFE PLANT.
LIFE PLANT goes all through your
system anz:._ dissolves every trace of
uric,acid sand, !caving the body r.ot
only tree disease and in perfect
running order—hut free from the very
danger of death itself.
No matter what the nature of yout
complaint is write your symptom
fully to Dr. I. J. Mizer, President o
the Lifc Plant Co., Canton, 0. an,
receive his personal advice free
Every household should have oi
helpful book—GOOD HEALTH-
;sailed iree to you on request.
• TNE LIFE PLANT CO.
CANTON. OHIO
"Our contention," said ,the lawyer
for the literary person, "is that our
ceent's hand was so injured by the
accident that for six months he has
been unable to write."
"And our contention," proclaimed
tge defence, "is that this very disabil-
ity has saved the plaintiff so much
money in postage that he really is in
due debt."
Then the case went to trial—Phil-
adelphia Leiger.
In time of Mei:Less the soul ool-
leetp itself fine w.—Rlin y.
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Balk", Prop.
METROPOLIS. ILL.
/fewest and best hotel in the city
ates $2-00, Two large seraph
looms, Bath rooms. Elect:Hi
lignts The only centrally locate?
I otel in the city.
Causardal Penman %Mita.
Backache,
- Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results áf
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM-
MATION OF THE BLADDER.
The strain di the Kidneys and in
flamed membrastas lining the necik
of the Bladder producing these
pains.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
:GLOBES
WILL CURE it
Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary case of Kid
say or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Bold at 50 cents
a box on the No Cure No Pay bails
by McPherson's drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa-
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
of prim to lark Medic/SS Co., LOW-
taville. Ky.
a
Mt!
le 1 se I gays.ow &awed
lees to au tete,.
Trowel laatee4w.
E (tasi:mum
I. a.
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MEN AND WOMEN.
Re BIN 44 for nesettrra
char tis t fres, tuftsnirus tameIrritations or ulceration,
of mucous membranes
Felrilees, and DA Swirls
goat or poisonewb
fold by arratraties.
Ø r seer le plata Wrongerby ex use., 
IO
paik
Si .S0 W
reg So 
31.76
PIL
'I hare entered with pile. for thirty-sir years.)n. 'en, tin last Apill i Now liking easearells*or ro n•II pat i 0 0 . In the fillies* eta V/HeltentiteaMe plies bogs* to disappear gad at she of elsmerle they did soil tecnahl• ate at all. e2 are done wonders for se. I ire entirely curCl aeel like, new man." George hxyder, ?Nowise.,
Beat For
The Bowels
Careen eernserrne
TN,
st
"' WORK WHILE 144
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent, Tette OgeOgalieftStolen. Weiteen or Settee. 711e4.d in bole The erennino. tablet etataleMaranamed In eoi, or your m•rowv hark.
Sterling etem'edy Co.. Chicago or N.Y. arn
111/111A1. SW, MI MILLION BOXES
M(-)11.74 PENNYlitlf PILLS
'
Safe and rentable, they
overcome verreknoris. In.
crease vigor. banish pape.
lite remedy asayiste 0*.
MOTTs PealforTROY AL mu.*
Sold in Drugairoatt Dr. Molts
blika
cs
THE
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of "The Circle," Etc.
Coostrishs. 1904. by Harper te Brothers
 Is
(Continued 'from Yesterday.)
CHAPTER VII.
T was a little less than three
weeks since Ctilleote and Lteler
had drunk their toast and again
Loder was seated at his desk.
Lliti head was bent and his baud
moved carefully as he traced line after
line of meaningless words on a sheet
of foolscap. Having covered the page
with writing, he rose, Moved to the
(peter table and compared his task
with an open letter that lay there. The
comparison ',teemed to please him. He
straightened his shoulder* ad threw
back his bead in an attltude -tif. critical
satisfaction. So absorbed was he that
when a step sounded on the stairs out-
wide he did not notice it, and only
raised his head when the door was
thrown open unceremoniously. Even
then his interest Was momentary.
."Hellor he said, his eyes returning
to their viertitlny of his task.
Chilcote shut the door and came has-
tily across-the room. He looked ill and
harassed. As he reached Loder he put
out his band nervously and touched his
arm.
Lotter looked up. "What is it?" he
asketi.."Aiee new development?"
Chlicote -tried to smile. "Yes," he
maid huskily. "It's come."
I.oder freed his arm. "What? The
end of the world?"
"No. The end of me." The words
came Jerkily, the strain that had en-
forced them showing in every syllable.
Still Lotter was uncomprehending.
He could 'not or would not Understand.
Again Obilcote caught and jerked at
his sleeve. "Don't you see? t'an't you
see?"
"No."
Chilcote dropped the sleeve and pass-
ed his handkerchief moose his fore-
head. "Iles coule," be iipeated. "Don't
you understand? I want you." He
drew away, then stepped hack again
anxiously. "I know I'm taking you un-
awares." he said. "But it's not my
fault. On my soul, iternot! The thing
seems to spring at we and grip me"-,
He stopped, sinking weakly into a
chair. •
For a moment Loder stood erect and
immovable. Then, almost with reluc-
tance, his glance turned to the figure
beside him.
"You want me to take your place to-
night, without preparation?" His voice
was distinct and firm, but it was free
from contempt.
' "Yew: yea. 1 do."- Chiteete spoke 'with-
out -looking up.
• "That you may spend the night in
iriciephia-ehie and other nigette?"
Chileote lifted a flushed, unsettled
Age. -you have no right to preach.
accepted the hargaiu."
Loder raised his bead quickly. "I
never"- he began. Then both his face
and voice altered. "You are quite
right," be said coldly. -You won't have
to eompigin again."
'Chlicote stirred uncomfortably. "My
dear chap," he said, "I meant no of-
fenee. It's merely--
"Your nerves. 1 know. But come to
business. What am I to do?"
Chileote rose excitedly.: "Yes, busi-
ness. Let's. come to business. It's
rough on you. taking you short like
this. But you have an erratic person
to deal with. I've had a horrible day-
. horrible day." Mies tact had paled
again, and in the green lamplight it
posteeesed a grayish hue. Involuntari-
ly Lotha tutned away.
Chileote watched him as he passed
to the desk and began mechanically
setting papers. "A horrible day." he
repeated, "KO had that I daren't face
the night You have read De Quin
eey?" he tusked, with a sudden change
of tone.
"Yea."
"Then read hint again and you'll un-
lerstand. I have all the horrors with-
eut any art. I have no 'ladles of sor-
row' but I have worse mounters than
his 'crocodile.'" He laughed unpleas-
Loder turned. "Why, in the devil's
aamo"- he began: then again he halt-
ed.. Somethine Iti tehlicote's drawn.
excited face check-Psi bine The strange '
sense of predestination that we sonic
times see in the eyes of another struck
[`Old 411)011 him, chilling his last at-
tempt at rethonstranee. 'What do you
want me to do?" he substituted iii nn
sedinaty voice.
The words steguiled Cblicote. He
laughed a little. 'the laugh was still
sbalty, but it was pitched is a lower
key.
"You-you're quite right to pull the
up. We have no time to waste. It
must be 1 o'cloek." Ile pulled out his
watch. theft witiked to the window end
Ousel looking down Into the shadowy
eourt. "How quiet you are here!" he
mid. Then abruptly n new thought
druck hint, and he wheeled basic into
the room. "Loder." he mild quickly -
"Leder. P hare en Mee! While you
sre Intl. why shouldn't I be you? Why
shouldn't I be John hosier instead of
the vagrant we contemplated? It (rov-
ers everything: it explains everything.
It's magnificent! I'm amazed we nev-
sr thought oe, tt before."
Loder was Mill beside the desk. "I
thonght of It," he said without look-
eng back.
"And didtet suggest ar•
"No."
"Wife" ,
Lotter said enothiug, and the other
tom red
"Jealous of your reputation?" be
in lel se tieletiffr.
"1 here seine to tw helloes of."
sabqcgqiikustNAL•dErepiti.L...rigo
rou aren't Kt) far eseiie in philosophy
is I thought. You have a niche in
your own good opinion."
Again Lester was slant: then he
milled. "You have an oddly eorreet
sereeption at times." he said. "I sup-
eine 1 have had a lame. sort of pride
is keeping my name dean, bet pride
Ike that is out of fashion, and I've got
:o float with the tide." He lauehee
t short laugh that Chilcote had heard
ince or twice before. and, crossing
he room, he stood beside Ws vis-
itor. "After all," be said, "what bust-
news have 1 with pride, straight or
lame? Have my identity, if you want
It. When all defenses have been
broken down one barrier won't save
the town." Laughing again, he laid
his hand on the other's arm. "Come,"
he said, "give your orders. I capitu-
late."
Alt !tour 'Ater the two men passed
from Loder's bedroom, where the final
erraugemeute had been completed,
back into the sitting room. Loder
eame &et in faultless evening dress.
His hair was carefully brushed, the
elotlies he w-ore fitted him perfectly.
To any gienee, critical or casual, lie
was the man who had mounted the
stairs and entered the rooms earlier
in the evening. Chileote'e mitnner of
walking and poise of the head seemed
to leave descended upon hint with Chie
cote's clothes. lie came into the room
hastily and passed to the desk.
"I have no private papers,- he said,
"so I have nothing to lock up. Every-
thing can stand as it is. A woman
named Robins comet; in the montiuge
to (lean up and light the fire; other.
alee you must shift for yourself. No-
body will disturb you. Quiet, dead
quiet, is about the one, thing you can
count on."
Chilcote, half halting in the door-
way. made an attempt to laugh. Of
the two he was noticeably the more
embarrassed. In Loder's well worn,
well brushed tweed suit he felt strand-
ed on his own personality, bereft for
the moment of the familiar accessories
that helped to cloak deficiencies and
keep the wheel of conventionality com-
fortably roiling. He stood unplealient-
ly conscious of himself, unable to
shape his sensations even in thought.
He glanced at the fire, at the table.
finally it the chair on which he had
thrown his overceat before entering
theeeeirooru. At the sight of the coat
his gaze brightened, the aimleisisess
forsook him, and he gave an exelaies-
Con arellet.
"By Jove'." he said. "I clean for:
got."
"What?" Lotter looked round.
"The rings." Ile crossed to the coat
And thruet his hand into the peeket,
"The duplicates arrived only this after-
man-the nick of time, eli?" He spoke
fast, his fingers searching bueily. Oc-
cupation of any Med mete as is boon.
toiler slowly followed him. and its
the box woe brought to light he leaned
forward iutereetedly.
"As I telt! yen, one is the copy of an
out signet ring, the other a plain band
-a plain gpid hand like a wedding
ring." Chileote laughed as he placed
the four rings side by side on his
palm. "I could think of nothing else
that would be wide and not ostenta•
hone. You know 'how I detest dis-
play,"
Loder touched the rings. -You have
good taste," he said. -Let's see if
they serve Unlit. litirpose." Re picked
them tip and carried them to the lamp.
Chileote ft:Mon-eel him. "That was
an ugly wound," he said, his curiosity
reenakentng as Loder extended his
finger. "Mite did you ciente by it?"
The other smiled. "It's a memento,'
he said.
"Of bravery?"
"No; (Mite the reverse." lie looktel
again at his hand. then elnneed
at Chileote. "No,- be repeated. with
an unusual impulse of confidence. "It
sereeteto remind tale that I ate not CI-
eript-tt;nt I have been fooled like
other men."
"Tim impllee a woman?"
"Yes." Amite Loiter looked at the
sear on his *tiger. ^I wedeln recall the
thing. it's PO absolutes' last. Stit I
rather like to remember it tonight. I
rather went you to know that I've bees'
thringb the fire It's a sort of ;paten
tee."
Chileote Slade a hasty gesture. but
the other Interrupted it.
"(M. I know you trust me. Hut you're
giving me a risky post. I want you to
see that women are out of my line-
quite out of it."
"But, my dear chap"- -
Lotter went en without heeding
"This thing happened eight pars ego
at Santaitalare.". he said, "a little place
between Luna and Platorla a mere
handful of house, wedgeirbetween two
bills; a tweeter relic of old Italy crum-
bling away under flowers and ainethine,
with nothing. to suggest the present
esstitttry except the peraisionel pulsing
of a train round the base of one of the
hills. I bed literally stumbled upon the
piece on S halt tramp 'IOU th from
Switspriand and had been tempted into
a stay at the little inn. The night after
my arrival 'something mitintini °rear-
rest There was at Resident to the
train at the paint where It skirted the
"Tlitlre watt a small ereltement: All
the inhabitahtis were anxious to help.
and 1 took my share. As a matter of
fact, the metal wee not dlso.trone;
the passengers were hurt and fright.
auk bet uotsAy was Itlitts1,7
paused and looked at ids eornpati
ton; but, seeing ifteffinutereeted, -went
till-
"Among thaw eittebietigere was an
JenSellett lady. Of•all beineerued in the'
business, she was the least upset. When
I came upon her she was sitting on the
shattered door of one of the carriages
calmly strap/ant her hat. Ott seeing
umelse-inekeet-up with the most charm-
ing smite imaginable.
"'I have just been waiting for some-
body like you,' she said. 'My etuesid
maid has got herself smashed up,some-
where in the seemid class carriages,
Said I have nobody tu help use find my
dog.'
-Of course, that first speech ought to
have enlightened me. but It didn't. I
only saw the grollennd heard the vett*.
I knew nothing of whether the,' were
deep or shallow. So I fO1nad the maid
Slid (blind the dog. The first etpressed
gratitude, the other didn't. I ettricat-
ed him with enormous difficulty from
the wreck of the luggage van, lied this
was how he marked his appreciation."
He held out his hand and nodded to-
ward the hear. . .
Chileote glanced up. "Bo that's t
explanation?"
-Yes. I tried to conceal the thtur
when I restored the doe', but I was-
bleeding abominably and I failed.
Then the whole basinees was changed.
It was I who needed seeing to, my new
friend insisted; I who should be looked
after and not she. She forgot the dog
In the tieWei Interest of my wounded
eugete The maid, who was practically
unhurt, was sent on to digege robing at
the little inn, and she and I followed
slowly.
"That walk impressed me. There was
an attractive mistiness of atrohiphere
lit the warm night, a seneatiou more
titan attractive lu being made much of
by at woman of one's own 'lass and
...esuntry titter five years' wandering."
He laughed with a tench of irony.
-But I won't take up your time with
details. You know the progress of an
ordinary love affair. 'fbtaw le a few
more dowers and a little more imuslene
than is usual, a man who is practically
ti larmtt and a woman who knows the
world by heart and you have the whole
thing.
"She insisted on staying iti Santasa-
lare for three daye in order to keep my
finger bandaged. She ended by stuying
three e-eeks in the hope of smashing up
ley life.
-On corning to the hotel she had giv,-
eu no name, and in 'our first emplane-
Hobs to each other she kel me to qui-
etude her an unmarried girl. It was Si
the end of the three weeks that I legum-
e:1 that she was not a free agent. as I
had Innocently Imagined, but poesetied
a husband whom she hail left Ill with
malaria at Florence or Rome.
"The news disconeeetod Anse: mall I
met no pains to hide it. AfteiThat the
end came abruptly. In her eyes I bad
become a fool with middle Haas prili-
t'lples; in my eyes-f' 'But there is no
need for that. She left Santasalarelhe
same night in great confusion of
trmike and hatboxes,, and next morning
strapped on tuy,kiegiesack and turned
my face to the •soutt,
"And weinati ddn't soiatint ever after?"
Chileote smiled. beghlled out of him-
self.
T.oder 11146-ed. "That's whit (*re
been trying to convey. Once -bitten;
twice sloe- He laughed again and
.tipped the two rings over his finger
with oh air of finality.-
"Now. shall I start? This is the latch-
key?" He drew a key trim the pocket
of Chileore's evehing clothee. " When
I get to Grosvenor square I am to find
yolk emulate, go straight in. mount the
staiee and there on my right hand will
be the door of your-1 mean my own-
private monis. I think I've got it by
heart. I feel inspired. I feel that I
can't go Wrong." fie handed the two
remaining 'rings to Chileote and picked
up the overcoat.
"I'll Mick on till I get a wire," he
said. "Then I'll sortie back and we'll
reverse again." He slipped on the coat
and moved hack toward the table.
Now that the deeleive moment had
come It embarrassed him. Scarcely
knowing haw to bring It to an end, he
held omit his hand.
Chlkote took .it, paling a little.
"'Twill be all right!" be said, with a
sudden return of nervousness, "'Twill
be all right! And I've made it plain
about-about the remuneration? A
hundred a week. !besides all expenses"
Lotter smiled again. "My pay? Oh,
yes, you've made It clear As day. Shall
we say good night itow ?"
"Yes. Good night."
There was a strange, distant note In
Chilcotel vein.. but the other did not
pretend to hear it. Re pressed the
band he was *Meng, though the cold
destines. Of it repelled him.
"Good night." he sale again.
"Good night."
They stood for a moment awkwardly
loolistim at each other, then Lotter quiet-
ly diseugaged his hand, crossed the
room'arril passed through the door.
Chlicote, left stending alone in the
naldigle of the room, listened addle the
last sound of the other's feetsteps wits
audible on the tineurpeted stairs. Then,
with a furtive, hurried gesture, he
caught up the green shaded lamp and
passed Into Ender'. bedroom.
—
(To be Oestbnied.)
Willie wet:eel arid Winnie wheez-
ed, while Wintry winds whined
weirdly. Willits wriggred while Win-
nle wheezed wretchedly. Wisdom
whapers Winter winds work wheezs
es. Wherefore we write. "Use Kenne-
dy's laxative (loner Syrup" Nothing
else so good. Bold by Lang Bros..
"Senator, no, you intend to deny
the accusation that you are a graft-
er ...t:pertafnly not replied Sena-
tor Badger. "1 prance. to have silt the
titles that go by me dffiete.-.-11tawelel-
kee Sentinel.
 ••••••••=•
*Woo ruccoafullv operated the
first telegraph instruntent in 1886,
but dad not demi/IMMO, it tp the
*Ned anti! 1842.
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NO JURISDICTION
OVER CHILD LABOR
Bows -Chairman of 11,111146
diciary romniittee
ellee
4•00.
SES
 e 
NEW KJBSCRIBERAI.
List of saw aNAPcribers added lq
the East, Trasialese Telephone ()Oahe
Pliny today:
;42,2-11agera, li.„-iissitistioe Igoe  
-
ttlit Prices IN Dental Work Until 1569—Davis, Wee Residence, 175Woodard avenue.
56 Onoss, D. A.,
-nombh Fourth.
$11.50 I977—Geagan,
$1.00 up elkY street.
75c We have In the erty over 3.000 sub.
$5.00 scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside ate
city and within the county we ha ye
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent con
April 1st,
Gold Shell Croons 
Federal Government Not Strong Gold Fillings Enough to Undertake Police
Sliver Fillinge Powers of State.
Partial Plates 
All work guaranteed —emse
PRESIDENT TO GO TO ALASKA
. Washington, Feb. 7.--Chairmen
Jenkins, of the house committee on
Judiciary,' submitted a report today.
In which it is said emphatically that
ne committee is of the opinion that
"congress has no jurisdiction of au-
thority over the subject of woman
and child labor, and has no authoel-
ts to suppress any abuses of such
labor or amei:orate conditions sur-
rounding the employment of sueir la-
borers." The committee holds that
the regulation of women and child
labor is within. the police power of
the various states.
This report was made in compile
enee with a resolution from the house
committee on appropriations asking
for an opinion on the subject before
the appropriations committee inchel-
ed an Item in an appropriation bill
to cover the expense of Investigation
of woman and child labor In the
United States.
In concinding its report the notwe
committee on judiciary says:
"The national government is too
weak to uudertake the exercise of
the police power of the state. In a
short -time this great nation would
be worse than a ship in mid-ocean In
a great storm, without a rudder of
-comfort. The division of power was
wise and beneficial. Time, study and
expedience approve it, and we should
not attempt in an unconstitutional
way the dehtruction of the substruc-
ture of our government. If, then,
thite two great powers of police and
commerte are separate and indepen-
dent, the -power of the state sover-
eign, where is tne authority for say-
ing that congress can invade and ine
pair that power entire and Independ-
ent in the state? The right and pow-
er Of both the state and nation nowt
tw respected and upheld."
Roosevelt to Visit Aleeke.
• PreeidenteRoosevelt nopes to
Alaska on a hunting trip after his
presidential term expires.- He express-
ed this desire today to Robegt
Wiley, who has spent seventeen
years in that country and has tray-
reed in remote sections where big
game is still abundant.
Mystery of the Missions.
-Some remarkable photographs of
California's old missions appear in
Illustration of Bert Mertes poem,
"The Angelus.- in the February Tech
flea! World Magazine. The beauti
fel lines of the poem breathe the very
opirft of mystery that lives in these
old homes of those pioneer mission-
aries of the west. One sees in these
Pictured presentations of the missions
a trace of that 'dying glow of Span-
ish glory," that inspired the author's
apostrophe to the bells. The very
pictures are full of suggestion of the
strange old tragic stories that cling
about these places, and thee' carry
one's thoughts back into the shadows
of the timeawiten deeds were Withes-
fled here of which history tells but a
partial tale—a tale tnat stirs wonder,
admiration and curious speculation
by turns, but which always leaves tit(
reader with a sense of 'deep respec
for the men who liven and sacrificed
and died, here for the geed of their
kind.
l'oe a ;'-tLe 'COWL after your
meals arm It with be round to afford
a prompt and efficient relief. KODOI.
nearly approximates the digestive
juices. It digests what you eat. It is
sold an a guaranteed relief plan.
Said here by Tang Bros.
The pencils first need in Italy for
draeing were composed of a mixture
of load and tin, nothing more Oran
pewter. This pencil- was cailed a
"step,- and it seems that fetch pen-
were used commonla- over the
whole continent of Europe. At this
period the name "paumbago," or
"greaphitts," was not In use, but in-
Stead the name "nrolybdena" or
,which le at the prevent
time applied to an entirely different
mineral.
Piles of people have PEPS. Why
suffer from piles when you con use
DeWit t's Citrbolised OVttet Hazel
Salve and get relief. Nothing else sit
good, Beware of Imitations. See tha•
Ike naternoia stamped fin each box
Sold by Lang Bros.
No matter IN)IS Mall} f:111ftell a gir.
*resins? It's either shout it pearl neck-
let* totemic* blossoms
I
i If rich., be not elated; If poet, hahot delectod.—liketetos.
• Cut this coupon out and bring
it with you, it is worth $1.00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or
bridge work only. Until after
Apirl
Dr. King Brooks
DENTIST.
Mirth and Broadway.
1)uty of Doctors.
"The Doctor," a new book by
Prof. Schwenifiger, who was Bis-
marck's physician and. intimate
friend, will create a sensation in 'med-
ical circles. The book is Sehwenin-
ger's revenge for being ostracised
twenty years by the medical faculty
of the university of Rodin, which his
never forgiven, his intimacy and in-
fluence with the iron chancellor,
whose constitution and temperament
he understood.
In "The )53etot$' SchwenInger
deals with the whole duty of the
phyeician to humanity and more es-
pecially to hip patient. The volume
is a terrible Indictment of the average
phyldelan's conventional methods.
Schweninger scoffs at medical science,
so-called, derides- its chtint to be a
science, ridicules his empiriclem and
declares it is working in the dark.
''Medical science of tee present
day will be ridiculed a hundred years
hence, Just as the -science of the
eighteenth century is ridiculed to-
day." says Bletnarck's old physician.
"Medicine is aot,a science so much as
an art, for science is dim and de-
ceptive, while are is reliable, naked,
serene, true. The physicians of to-
day, through their raw . ignorance,
make bitter the transit of their pa-
tents from tiekness to health. By
their lack of tact and ignorance of
the art of medicine they cloud their
patients' transit from life to death."
—Kansas City Star.
All iseadaceps , go .,
Wnen you grow wiser
_And learn_to use
An "narly Riser."
De Witt's LION) Ear/y Risers, safe,
sure pills.
Lang Bros.
Retiidenee,
R., Residence,
7,07
814
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distapce facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty mielon people from your
home.
Call 300 for further Information.
ST. LOUIS .-\NI) TENNESSEE
/UV ::R PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER. •
STEAM CLYDE
Leaves Paducah For Tentreseee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. rn
A. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBI.NSON, Clerk
This compa4 is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collecte1
by the eledelle the boat.
DRAUG1-10/%1P5
1 gajineiz,c6diege4;
(Iseorporated.)
MICH. 312411 Inaluy, INNIS/ME
27 College. in 15 States. 10081TIONSnred or money REFUNDED Also teach laNAIL. Catalerne vrt11 ccenvin :9 you c.ran wh- n'e TRIe nary, Call Or song for
atalorue
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE Tom LUNCS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR COUGHS and
ONSUMPTION Price
OLDS Free Trial.
Surest ...od Quiciccat Cure for ei
THROAT and LUNG TROUL, _
LZS, or atm= YAM -
Many bears that hibernate dig Into
a hillside to find a nest, but for a
mild winter they are likely to
In some ehaRew eneeseration or a
hollow tree.
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGUIA
For the complete core of Coughs, Col's
Asthma. enci Cm -chit and all Lunt ct.ru-r lido • tending to Consumption. Liverwort.Tar and Wild Cb•rry have for alma waintamed at established remaiarion at • tanderd
-oritab kemedv It contain* no opium bienn-
ia: drag can be given with safety to chadeen
Price SI 00 Fe41d by Al vey & List.
.• Williams Co., Props.. Cleveland. 0
Oak Dale Hotel
Brookport, Ill.
Rates $1 a Day. Ersrdinet OK
Sri I. A. Lacrimal, ?mattress
Unity Innen,
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
('.1.1 110 LINE.
(Incorporated)
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Except Sunday
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and war landinga at 11 a. m.
Special excurwion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.et). Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
Ilandings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
tept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
end return, with or without meals
end room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
r For farther Information apply tobiered tsnird aid Legtocky, A. Fowler General'Pasts. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Paine Agent, atBook Binding, Bank Work, Let
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. office.aft4 Librtry rt7r,r1r a anscielts Both phone_ No. 
3,
- 
5.
10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE
ON ALL CAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold
ALL STOVES IN STOCK
Will be sold at 1906 priFes until
March 1st
BUY NOW
THE
Paducah Light Power Co.
PAM MCIUT.
Ogilvie 'S
The Store of the
People.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN. TH-17R/MAY, PEBRrART T. I
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FOR TWO REASONS ARE WE GIVING THIS SALE: First, we want.every piece of goods in the house that issoiled or mussed to get out. We have only  clean, fresh sock, and they mustitty that way. Secont-i-we want you'to' getacquliFited with our new line-irgoods. We expect when you come down Friday and Saturday to obtain the bar-gains to look over our new stocks. This will mean lots to you, as well as us, for by so doing you will realize that Ogilviehas the goods and at the right prices. Now there is no use for us to harp on the sale, for its at Ogilvie's, and that'senough said. Come and see for yourself. Doors open at 8 o'clock.
Ogilvie's
%VW
The Store That
Leads.
Remnants
Half Off
10 Cents
Embroideries
FRIDAY, as usual, is our Remnant Day. We ,have from time to time given you some very ex-ceptional bargains in Remnants, and you have always looked forward to Friday as RemnantDay at Ogilvie's. Well, this Friday we are going to do more than ever in the way of a bargain.Listen: EVERY REMNANT HALF H RICE. Remnants of everything—Embroideries, Rib-bons, Laces, Wash Goods, etc., all HALF PRICE. Come early; can't last always.
The finest lot of Swiss, Nainsook and Cambric Em-
broideries ever placed before the people of Paducah, at
the price. These goods are not large and showy, but
neat, fine patterns—just what is looked for and so hard
to find. They come in different widths and match pat-
terns. They could easily be sold for twice and three
imes the price, Out we have placed the entire lot at,
yard   IOC
(Buy as much as you want.)
215c
oonsrrs.
One :ot of corsets worth up
to $1.50.
These Comets represent
some of the beat makes, but
they are soiled, and a few
lines we have dropped. When
we drop a 'testicular line of
Corsets what's Sett must go.
Illack Corsets Included.
Half Price
Lace Curtains
Here is an opportunity that comes less than once a year.
We have about 65 or 75 lots of Lace Curtains that con-
tains from one to four pairs of Curtains. One curtain
of each lot is soiled from being shown as a samply. You
can take any or as many of the lots as you like at just
HALF WHAT THEY ARE MARKED. (If the lot
has two or three pairs you must buy all,
(Second floor.)
50c
CORSETS.
Another' Sot of Corsets
worth up to $3.ert, which have
become soiled and Imperfect
in some way. These we Place
in the second lot at 50e. You
c.an get a splendid bargain if
your size is here—nearly all
sizes now.
5c Yard
RIBBONS.'
Ail Silk Ribbon, width 5 to
TOO, in all cedars and fancy
stripes. Thus is not the best
quality of rilebon, but it Is a
splendid gragle and. worth 2
to 3 times the price. (Can't
klat aS day.)
Half Price
Muslin Unde ear
We have gathered a lot of fine and ordinary pieces of
Muslin Underwear which has become soiled from being
shown. These goods we have placed on one table at
EXACTLY HALF PRICE. There /are skirts worth up
to $10 and down to $1 in this lot. Remember the $10
skirts are 15 and the $1 ones 50—just half prict. There
are Gowns, Drawers, Skirts, etc., in the lot.
Remnants
Half Off
• 5c and 25c
Gent's Collars and Ties
Just to make you acqbainted with our popular price
Gents' Furnishing Department we will offer Friday and
Saturday one lot of our 10c collars at Sc, and one lot of
about 50 dozen 50e eies at 25e. These collars and ties
are all bran new goods and have not been in the house a
week. Get acquainted with our popular price Furnish-
ing Department-50c Ties 25c; 10c Collars 5e.
10c Pair
GLOVES.
About 2.5 pairs of Silk, Kid
and Worsted Gloves iq black,
white and 'brown, which have
become soiled and torn. They
will be good to do housework
In. Some very good ones and
only l'Oo.
$1.49
WHITE SPREADS.
Out corners, fringed and
rikarin Quiets that sell every
day in the week for $2.00 and
up, will be gold Friday end
Saturday for $1.49. Thee
Quiets are extra large and
beet quality. You know our
reputation on q ts. --Seoon d
floor.
19c Yard
WH/TE WAISTINGS.
Ao assortment of extra
quality Waistings, in new
parberna--the weight no be
wars in epring—,Some mer-
cerized pieces among them.
Nothing in the lot sold less
bhan 2t5c Yard
35c Yard
WHITE WAISTINGS.
A second lot of White
vraistings. This material I
of the finest grade to be
The weight is such will be
worn mow and. rly spring.
There its not piece in the lot
that soi • or less than 50c a
Ya
NEW THINCIS TO BE SEEN AT THE BIG POPULAR STOREWe pride ourselvus this season in our Suit Department, for we are showing the first andfinest line of Spring Suits, Skirts and Jackets to be seen anywhere. No pains were sparedto get the best and most up-to-date line to be found. Most of our suits and skirts are ex-clusive designs, having been designed and tailored by the leading shops of New York.While our Suit Department is not yet complete we can safely compare this line with thosein much larger cities. Spring Suits range in prices from $15 to $50, Spring Jackets in silkand other new materials from $5 to $15; Skirts from $4.50 to $25.' If its new its at Ogilvie's"
Next to our suits in richness comes our Waist Departhoughtfulness was our line of fine waists selected thjthe styles as well as materials, consequently youas being "the proper thing." In silk we_can tve you most everything conceivable, fromthe most dressy evening waist to the comfortable taikired "shirt,' which gives promise tobe very good for outings and street wear. Silk waists from $5 to $12; the new TailoredShirt is $5. For economy and style shop at Ogilvie's.
fit. With just as muc care and
season. We gave muc -thought to
e safe to rely on our selection this season_ .
•
•fflrf._
YORKTOWN 
FINE STALLION SHIPPED TO
WICKIIIFFE MAN.
Second Animal Front State ilureau
to Be shipped Into Western
Kentucky.
The Kentucky BrEeding bureau, of
Lexington, shipped thts. week to C, P.
Howie. of Wickliffe. Ba:lard county,
the 14 -year-aid thoroug hb red, stal-
lion, Yorktown, the service of which
will be donated to the people of this
seet:on. Yorktown is a horse of per-
fect distxteition and is a line tYpe. He
Is the son of Powhattan the by imp.
Leanrinton), out of Jamaica by Lex-
-lug-ton.
The effort of Hon. W. T. White, of
'Wickliffe is .largely responaible for
the early consideration w etch Ballard
county ham received at the hands of
the breeding bureau. The people of
Paducah and IMOCraeken county will
be telpecially interested in the ship-
ment of Yorktown to the adjoining
county of Ballard because in the first
lot of horses sent out by the breed-
ing in, , I ni ported V let or): was
consigned to Morton W. Adcock, of
this county. Western Kentucky is
certainly receiving prompt considera-
tion at the hand• of the bureau for
wh4ch the people of this section
should be sincerely grateful..„
The Power of the Yawn.
!A Lawrence dentist, aocooting to
the Kansas City Journal, hes discov-
_ *red a sdheme for matting his pa-
•tleitts keep their mouths open. eft]
most every one has eeen the Picture
which fa rivaling "The Whole Dam
Family," and is caned "A Yard of
Yawns." The picture is a yard long.
containing the pictures of a whole
family. each member of whites, from
great-grandad to the baby, is yawn-
ing v:olently. Yawning, as many
people know to their sorrow, Is vio-
lent IY contagion 14, and one person
yawning hes often set a roomful 01
people to yawning The dentist sim-
ple has the. 'picture nanging ln view
of the dental chair, MA be, MVPS that
all of his patteots are constantly
yawning.
 ••••
een The hedigadas, iptarded ity •spikes,
rano itprott up for ti, winter in a
haw Sued wItb grass end moss.
rne chronic borrower discovers
that It Is prnselble for a man to be so
close you can't touch him.
DYSPEPSIA CURE
RATHER SUGGESTIVE.
He: "But why don't you come canoeing with me?'
She: -Well, because I can't breathe under water."
OPPOSE ARMY 11IE.ISLTRE.
Cubans at Fleet Agreed But Now
Dislike It._—
Havana, Feb. 7.— Cuban people
generally are manifesting oppositiou
to toe proposed increase of armed
force of Cuba as set forth in Gover-
nor Magoon's decree. At first the
Moderates were disposed to approve
qf the project but now they oppose
it strongly. They are of the opinion
that the plan Involves compulsatory
military serrice. This conception ev-
idently is based upon misunderstand-
ing of the tenth terms of the decree,
which merely declares the :lability
of all able bodied citizens for mili-
tary service in emergencies In the
same manner as the constitution of
the United States refers to military
service.
CASTRO SINKING.
condition of President of Veneene4a
Said to Be More Alarming.
New York, Feb. 7.—The Tribune
says a cable dispatch was received in
this city yesterday from a high gov-
ernment official in Caracas saying
that the condition of President Cas-
tro of Venezuela had assumed a more
alarming phase and that he was ex-
pected to tile within 24 hours. The
message was dated February 4, Mon-
day, President Castro Is at Macuto, a
seaside resort near IA Guayra,where
he has been nnder the treatment of
him physicians since December. His
affliction is known to be of a serious
nature, and several times he has
been reported close to death.
Subscribe tOr the gam.
BALLOONS AND AIRSHIP'S.
Evpeelmente Tieing Made by Gen.
Alien, Citief Signal officer.
Washington. Feb. 7.--Quietly,but
with a determination to satisfy him-
self thoroughly on the subject, Gen-
eral Alen. chief signal officer of the
army, has been making preparations
for most extensive experiments with
balloons, airships and aeroplanes
with the view to settling upon some
eystem of aerial navigation for use
In operations of the army, either In
times of peace or war.
MOney talks--and It usually gets
th4 best of an argument.
The fleet iron steamship was built
In 1830.
I 
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Mrs. John Bourne.
Mrs. John Bourne, mother of Mrs.
W. H. Pinkerton, died yesterday at
her home in Ghent, Ky., after an ill-
ness of several weeks. She was 55
years old and a propinent woman le
her city. Only a few days ago act
husband died and the wife never re-
covered from the shock, being seri-
ously ill at the time. The Rev. and
Mrs. Pinkerton were at her bedside
when sne expired. No funeral ar-
rangements have been made.
William Davis.
Wiliam Davis died at Calvert City
yesterday of complications at the age
of 77. He was a well known farmer
and- leaves a wife and the following
children: 0. T. Dav:s and Mrs. Jeff
Bartlett, Paducah; B. F. Davis, Tip-
tonville, Tenn.; J. ne, L. A. and Mil-
burn Davis, Calvert City. The body
will be buried today near Calvert
City.
Mrs. Fannie Bourne.
MrS. Fannie Bourne of Lawrence-
burg, Ky. died last night at 8:20
o'clock at her home after a serious
illness of many weeks from rheuma-
tism. She is the mother of Dr, Frans
M. Bourne of the R. W. Walker &
company drug firm of this city, and
Dr. Bourne has been at her 'bedside
for six weeks. She was a prominent
woman of Lawreneeburg. and leaves
several children beside Dr. Bourne.
Mrs. .I. M. Howard.
Mrs. J. M. Howard, 81 years old,
died yesterday afternoon at 3:30
o'clock at 1621 Jones street of in-
flammation of the bladder. She had
been Ill for some time and her con-
dition was consideres nopelees two
weeks ago. She was born In Graved
county and had resided in Paducah
about four years. She leaves a hus-
band and the following children:
James W., William and Lyles M.
Howard and Mra. Mary E. Husbands.
wife of George Husbands. The fun-
eral will be 'field tomorrow morning
at 10 o'clock at the residence. The
burial. will be in Bethlehem ems-
teey.
(IMAM, A. Perryman.
Charles A. Perryman, 24 years
old, died this Marning of pulmonary
edema, at his borne. 8.05 flealls
Rotted Third street, atter an illness
of six days. Mr. Perrrenan. who was
employed in the local freight de-
partment of the Illinois Central rail-
road, was the son of the Rev. J. B.
burg. M. E. churen:' Me- Was' born
near Tracyville, Ireton county, and-
was educated at Barbourville col-
lege. He was married and Is surviv-
ed by his wife and two little chil-
dren. Besides his parents the follow-
ing brothers and sisters survive: Joy,
Osmond, Riffle, Stable, Pearl, Elsie
and Fannie Perryman. The body will
be taken to Trinity church, Graves
county, tnis afternoon. The funeral
will take place tomorrow.
Edward Oiler's Infant.
The infant of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Carter, of Bernheim avenue, 18
M0004 old, died yesterday after-
noon at 4:30 o'clock of stomach
trouble and will be buried this af-
ternoon at 3 o'clock In Oak Grove
cemetery.
DISOBLIGING AGENT.
Didn't Even gee Woman Because He
Wasn't There.
"Hello, is this the depot?" a fem-
inine voice inquired over the depot
'phone this morning. "Well, I want
to know if a woman dressed In black
got off the train from Louisville this
morning at 3:45 o'clock. She cattle
from Cincinnati."
The day ticket agent was not on
duty at the time, and the night man
had gone. The best the agent could
do was to reply that he did not know.
"You see," the speaker continued,
"I thought possibly you might have
noticed her as she had never been
here before and no one was at toe
train to meet her, I presume you
could not suggest a hotel she might
have stopped at, etc., etc.," but the
ticket agent had repeed in a firm
"no," and after a few more parting
explanations the receiver was hung
up. This la only one of the hundred
of daily inquiries made the patient
agent.
Purple Togs to Be the Go.
London, Feb '7.1— The tailoring
journal Men's Wear, says that purple
be, the fashionable color for
men's bolilday and lounging suite
thbo summer. Only the very rich,
the paper says, can wear the elothing
because the life or such a Dula is very
brief, the eun's rays acting on the
dye and causing the cloth to fade.
Reason for Longer Life.
The reason why the population of
countries Is Increasing so
1nOttily is due to our Increased abili-
ty to 'enlist infectious (Meow* ThIS
ability is partly natural, bet, of
course, largely artilletal
The first sulphur Motets *as madePerryman pastor of the Mechanics- in 1811.
WAS war AN ENCYCLOPEDIA.
Great Lawyer Who Found Himself
Sadly Deficient in Geometry.
The great lawyer was just start-
ing home from a hard day's work in
court. A sedate-looking man ap-
proached him and said.:
"I don't know whether you remem
her me or not. I am one of the wit- •
nesses wnom you interrogated yes-
terday."
"Ah!"
"There are one or two small mat-
ters I wanted to ask you about. You
seem to be a person of very superior
Intelligence. I'll walk along with
you so as not to waste any time.What
I wanted 'o ask you was this: If I
were to say to you that 'the three
faces which Include a triedral angle
of a prism are equal In all their parts
to the three faces which include a
triedral angle of a second prism, each
to each, and are like placed, the two
prisms being equal In all their parts,'
what would you understand by it?"
"Why, air—really—"
"You don't mean to tell me you
aer stumped by a little one like
that?"
"You see, the question is a little
sudden and in order to grasp its full
significance—"
"Never mind. Here's an easier
one nearer the beginning of the book.
If I were to suggest to you that a cer-
tain object is a polyhedron, in which
two of the faces are polygons, equal
In all their parts, and having their
homologous sides parallel, what
would be the impression conveyed to
your meld?"
"To be candid I never looked into
tne subject very deeply."
"You don't mean to own up that
you wouldn't know It was a plain,
every-day prism?"
"I hadn't thought of It In that
light."
"That's all.
school, could have answered those
Questions witheut stopping to think.
I feel better. You were putting on a
lot of airs yesterday, but you ain't
any cyclopaedia. I don't believe
you are a handy compendium of use-
ful knowledge. After this display of
lamentable Ignorance on your part I
want to make just one suggestion.
if you would ever get me Into court
again, don't you swing at me . any
more of your big words and try to
act haughty. I've got your Measure..
and I'm liable to be just as super-
clliotte as yen are."—'l'it-Bit..
My boy, who has left
The eternal fitness of things gets
an awful jolt when one encounters a
woman clerk in' a hardware store or
a man clerk in a millinery *tore.—
Chkego News.
